
How precious also are thy thoughts unto me,
O God! how great is the sum of them! If I
should count them, they are more in number
than the sand; when I awake, I am still with
thee.

(Psalm 139, 17-18)
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Chapter I

Arithmetic as Number Theory,

Set Theory and Logic

Introduction

We are going to investigate axiomatic theories formulated in the language LQ
of arithmetic. Such a theory T is sound if the standard model TV is a model of
T, i.e. all axioms of T are true in N. If T is sound then, trivially, each formula
provable in T is true in N. We confine our attention to theories containing
a rather weak finitely axiomatized theory Q (which will be defined in a mo-
ment) and shall study an infinite hierarchy of sound theories whose union
is called Pta.no arithmetic; the theories from the hierarchy are called frag-
ments of Peano arithmetic. In this chapter and the next, we shall elaborate
positive results on these theories, i.e. we shall show that the expressive and
deductive power of these fragments is rather big: our aim will be to show how
some amount of arithmetization of metamathematics yields the possibility of
speaking inside a fragment of arithmetic not only of numbers but also of finite
sets and sequences and of definable infinite sets of numbers. This is the main
result of Sect. 1. In Sect. 2 we shall study the structure of the hierarchy of
fragments, i.e. show various equivalent axiomatizations and several inclusions
among fragments. Section 3 is devoted to the development of some recursion
theory in fragments, notably to a proof of the Low basis theorem, which can
be viewed as a strong form of Kδnig's lemma. (The Low basis theorem will
be crucial in proofs of combinatorial principles in fragments; this will be done
in Chap. II.) Finally Sect. 4 further develops metamathematics in fragments;
among other things, the Low arithmetized completeness theorem, i.e. a strong
form of the completeness theorem, will be proved.

Let us close this introduction with two remarks: first, the reader will find
here (in Part A) actual proofs of various theorems in fragments, not only
proofs of provability of these theorems. (Model-theoretic methods of proving
provability of a sentence in a fragment can be found in Chap. IV.) It is hoped
that the reader will feel comfortable in these fragments and will gain good
practice in proving theorems in them. If so, then he will agree that each
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fragment (as well as the whole of Peano arithmetic) captures a natural part

of the truth about N.
Secondly, the limitations of the axiomatic approach in capturing the truth

on natural numbers, i.e. the feature of incompleteness, will be studied in
Part B.

1. Basic Developments; Partial Truth Definitions

(a) Properties of Addition and Multiplication,
Divisibility and Primes

1.1 Definition. Q is the theory in the language Lo with the following axioms:

(QI) S(x) φ 0

(Q2) S(x) = S(y)_->x = y

(Q3) x φ 0 —> (3y)(x = S(y))

(Q4) x + 0 = x

(Q5) x + S(y) = S(x + y)

(Q6) x * 0 = 0

(Q7) x*S(y) = (x*y) + x

(Q8) x<y = (3z){z + x = y)

Q is often called Robinson arithmetic. Note that thanks to our notational
conventions, (Q7) may be written equally well as x * S(y) = xy + x (omitting
the parentheses and * on the right hand side); but since we are begining to
develop axiomatic systems of arithmetic, we shall be slightly pedantic for
some time. Later we shall again freely use our conventions. Peano arithmetic
results from Q by adding the induction schema

<p(5) & (yx)(φ(x) -> φ(S(x)). -> (Vx)φ(x) .

This is indeed a schema: for each formula φ we have an induction axiom.
Note that φ may contain free variables distinct from x as parameters. Peano
arithmetic is denoted PA.

1.2 Lemma. In PA, the axiom (Q3) is redundant.

Proof. Let φ(x) be x = 0V(3y)(x = S(y)) and proceed in PA: φ(0) is obvious
and φ(S(x)) too; thus we have (Va:)(y?(x) —> φ(S(x)), and thus (Vx)φ(x). Ώ
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1.3. Particularly important fragments of PA result by restricting the induc-
tion schema to formulas φ from a prescribed class. This will be investigated in
details in Sect. 2; here we make only a few particular choices. /Open, IΣQ, IΣ\
will denote the theory Q plus the induction schema for φ open, Σ"o, Σ\ re-
spectively. (We shall also investigate a theory with an extended language.)
Note that in Part A we shall develop mainly theories containing IΣ\ (and
contained in PA). This is because in IΣ\ we can formalize a proof of the fact
that total A\ functions are closed under primitive recursion (a careful formu-
lation is presented below). This is the most important feature of fragments
containing IΣ\ and makes them remarkably different from weaker systems.
Note also at this time that Chap. V deals with IΣQ and related theories and
elaborates their specific problems. /Open will play only a marginal role in this
book.

1.4. Note that by (Q3), each non-zero number x has a predecessor, i.e. a y
such that S(y) = x. Thus we may define, in Q, a total function P by the
following definition:

y = P(x) = . (s = U&y = 0) V (s ^ 0 & S(y) = x) .

We shall now prove several formulas in Q. Recall that for m £ iV, rn is the
m-th numeral (cf. 0.28).

1.5 Lemma. The following formulas are provable in Q:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

x*y = O

x + ϊ
0<x

S(x) < n + 1
S(x) + n

n<x

Proof. Proceed in Q. We prove (l)-(4). Take (1). I f y ^ O then y = S(z) for
some *, thus x + y = S(x + z) φ 0. If x Φ Qkyj= 0 then x + y = S(z) for
some z. This proves (1). Ad (2): assume x,y φ 0,a: = 5(u),y = S(v). Then
x * y = S(u) * S(v) = (5(w) * v) + S(u) = S(S(u) + v) φ 0. (3) is trivial.

(4) is obvious by (Q4). (5): Ίf z + S(x) = n + 1 then S(z + x) = S(n),
thus z + x = n. Note that (5) is a schema; for each n we have a proof. Also
(6) is a schema; we shall construct the desired proofs by induction. Observe
that we shall use no induction within the proofs (since we have no induction
in Q)\ we shall construct the (n + l)-th proof from the n-th one. This will
often be the case. For n = 0, Q proves S{x) + 0 = S(x) = x + T. Assuming
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(6) we get Q h S(x) + n + 1 = S(x) + S(n) = S(S(x) + n)) = S(x + n + l) =
x + S(nTΊ) = x + ΪΓT2.

(7) In Q, assume n < x &x φ n; then, for some 2 ^ 0 , ^ + n = a:. By
(6), we get x = P{z) + n + 1, thus n + 1 < x. •

1.6 Theorem. For each n,m E N, Q proves the following:

(1)
(2) m*n = m * ra,

(3) mφn for mφn,

(4) x < n = .a: = 0 V a : = T v . . . V a : = ή ,

(5) x < ή V n < x .

Proof. (1) We prove Q h m+n = m + n by induction on n. For n = 0 we have
to prove Q h m + U = m, which follows by (Q4). Assume we already have a
proof of (1) and proceed in Q: m-frΓ+T = fn+S(n) = S(m+n) = m + n + 1.
The proof of (2) is similar.

(3) Next we show that m φ n implies Q h m φ m. It suffices to assume
n < m. For m = 0 the assumption is vacuous. Assume the assertion for m
and let n < m -f 1. Then either n = 0 and (Ql) gives Q V n φ m + 1 or
n = no + 1 and we have Q h ή j ^ m by the inductive assumption; hence
Q\-nφ 7ΪΓ+Ί by (Q2).

(4) We construct proofs of the formulas in question by induction on n.
For n = 0 see 1.5(1). Assume the assertion for n and consider n + 1. The
implication «— is clearly provable using (1); thus proceed in Q and assume
x < n + 1. If x = 0 we are done; therefore assume x φ 0. By 1.5(5) we get
P(x) < n, thus P(x) = 0V...VP(x) = n, which implies x = ΪV.. .Vz = rΓ+T.

(5) Q h 0 < a; by 1.5(4). Assume Q h ή < a Vx < n a n d proceed in Q.
If x <n then a: < n + 1 using (4) and (1); if n < x then, by 1.5(7), either
n = x, thus x < n + 1, or n + 1 < x. Π

1.7 Remark. (1) Q h x + n = A; -> a: = fc -- n (for n < Jfc); this follows by
iterated use of (Q2).

(2) Q proves

(by 1.6(4) using (1)).

1.8 Theorem. (ΣΊ-completeness of Q.) Let φ(x) be a Γo-formula with the
only free variable x and let N t= (Ξa:)< (̂a:). Then Q h (3x)φ(x).

Proof. It_is_ sufficient to show for each φ{x\,... ,xn) G ΣQ that iV t=
( A . . , f c n ) implies Q h <^(fci,... ,fĉ "). First show, using 1.6(1),(2), that
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for each term tf(zi,..., xn) and each n-tuple k\,..., kn of elements of iV,

(thus, e.g. Q h (3 + 5) * 8 = 64). Prom this it follows, again using 1.6, that
our assertion holds for φ atomic and negated atomic. (Observe that if N \=
-«(fc < m) then m < k and, by 1.6, Q h fc < m -> (fc = 0 V . . . V k = m), thus
Q I—•(& < m).) The induction step for logical connectives is easy. Finally,
assume φ to be (3y < xι)φ(y, xχy..., arn) and iV t= φ(kι,..., kn)] thus for
some A?o < A?i, JV t= ^(^OJ^IJ >&n) and, by the induction hypothesis,
Q H φ(kθy...,kn). This gives Q I- p(&i,.. ., i n ) Similarly for -i^, i.e. for
(Vy <a:)-i^(y,^l? ^ n ) . •

1.9 Remark. Thus each theory containing Q is ΣΊ-complete. (We shall show in
Part B that no axiomatized consistent theory containing Q is Π\-complete.)

1.10 Theorem. The following formulas are provable in /Open:

(1) z + y =

(2) s + (y + *) = (* + y) + 2

(3) x*y = y *x

(4) x * (y + z) = x * y + x * 2

(5) x * (y * z) = (a; * y) * z

(6) z + y = z + 2—> x = y

(7) x < y V y < i

(8) x < y & y < r c - * a : = y

(9) {x<yby<z)->x<z

(10) 2 ; < y = a: + 2 :<y + 2

(11) z = ^ 0 & z * 2 = y * 2 - » £ = y

(12) z φQ -* (x < y = x * z < y * 2:)

Proof. We shall now use the induction schema inside JOpen At the beginning
we shall give detailed proofs; later we shall omit details. The important thing
is always to be sure that we use an instance of the induction schema given
by a formula belonging to the class for which it is assumed; in our case, an
open formula of the langauge Lo

(1) We first prove (VΛ)(0 + x = x) in Jopen We use the induction axiom
given by the open formula 0 + x = ar, denote it by φ(x). First, y>(0), i.e.
U = 0 follows by (Q3). To prove (Wx)(φ(x) -> φ(S(x)), assume 0 + x = x
and compute as follows: 0 -f S(x) = 5(0 + x) = S(x). Thus by the induction
axiom we get (Vx)φ(x).
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Second, we prove (Vy)(S(x) + y = S(x + y)). Let φ(y) be S(x) + y =
S(x + y). The proof of φ(0) is easy. Assume φ(y) and prove <p(S(y)) as
foUows: S(x) + S(y) = S(S(x) + y) = S(S(x + y)) = S(x + S(y)). Thus we get
(Vy)(S(x)+y = S(x+y)). Compare this proof with the proof of 1.5(6): There
we constructed, by metamathematical induction, infinitely many proofs (for
each n, we constructed a proof of 5(x) + n = x + n + l i n Q)\ here we
have a single proof in /Open of (Vy)(5(x) + y = S(x + y)). Clearly the latter
formula implies each instance of the former schema. Now let us prove, in
Jopen, (Vx)(x + y = y + x). Let̂  φ(x) be x + y = y + x; we shall apply
induction for </?. We have proved 0 + y = y + 0; assume x + y = y + x and
reason as follows:

Thus we have proved (Vx)(y>(x) —> y>(S(x)); by the induction axiom we get

(v*M*).
(2) We prove (x+y) + z = x + (y+z) by induction on z. First, (x+y)+0 =

x + (y + 0) = x + y is clear. Assume (x + y) + z = x + (y + z) and consider
(x + y) + S(z). We get (x + y) + S(z) = S((x + y) + z) = 5(x + (y + *)) =
x + 5(y + z) = x + (y + (S(*)). This completes the proof of (2). Note that
from now on we may write sums like x -f y + z + u without parentheses.

(3) First prove 0*x = 0 by induction on x; then prove S(x)*y = (x*y) + y
by induction on y; finally, prove x * y = y * x by induction on x. (Let us
elaborate on the induction step for the second proof; assume 5(x) * y =
(x * y) + y. Then

5 ( x ) * 5 ( y ) = S ( x ) * y + S(x) (axiom (Q7)

= (x * y) + y + S(x) (inductive assumption
plus associativity)

= (x * y) + S(y + x) (axiom (Q5))

= (x * y) + 5(x + y) (commutativity (1))

= x * y + x + S(y) (axiom (Q5))

= x * 5(y) + S(y) (axiom (Q7)
plus associativity).)

(4) Prove (x + y) * z = (x * z) + (y * z) by induction on 2.
(5) Prove (x * y) * z = x * (y * z) by induction on z. Thus products like

x *y* z *u (or xyzu) are meaningful.
(6) Prove x + z = y + z—»χ=yby induction on 2. The induction step:

assume x+z = y + * -> x = y and x+S(*) = y+S(z). Then 5(x+^) = S(y+z)
by (Q5) and x + z = y + zby (Q2); thus x = y.

(7) Prove x < y V y < x by induction on x. (See the proof of 1.6(5).)
(8) Assume x < yky < x; thus y = x + u a n d x = y+υ. Then x = x+u+v

and x = x + 0; by (6), u + v = 0 and by 1.5(1), u = v = 0. Thus x = y.
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(9) Easy using commutativity and associativity of addition.
(10) Use the same plus cancellation.
(11) We have to prove zφθ&εxφy.->x*zφy*z. By (7), we may

assume x < y. Thus we prove the following by induction on z:

x <y&cxφy&εzφθ. —> .x * z <y*z$zx*zφy*z.

Observe that this is an open formula of LQ\ we may write it as follows:

(*) x<y&zφθ.->x*z<y*z

(see the next remark). Now x < y means y = x -f u for some u φ 0. Nothing
need be proved for z — 0. Assume (*) and consider S(z). We may assume
z φ 0, hence x * z < y*zy which means y*z — x*z-\-v for some v φ 0. Thus

y * S(z) = y*z + y = x*z + x-\-u + v = x* S(z) + (u + v)

and clearly u + υ φ 0; we get x * S(z) < y * S(z).
(12) The proof oΐx<y—*x*z<y*zis easy. Recall (*) in (11) above

and observe that, by using (8), -»(a; < y) is equivalent to y < x. Thus we get

z φθ. -> -i(x < y) -> ->(z * 2 < y * * ) ,

i.e.
φQ —>(x<y = x*z<y*z). Π

1.11 Remark. (1) We have seen that /open proves that < is a linear order with
0 as the least element and that addition is monotone as well as multiplication
by a non-zero element. As we previously did above, we define x < y as
x < y&εx φ y (the corresponding strict ordering); x < y is equivalent to
(3u)(u φ OSzx + u = y). Furthermore, the ordering is discrete since for
each #, S(x) is the upper neighbour of x (and each non-zero element has a
predecessor).

(2) 7Open also proves x * 1 = x and, for each n, it proves

n times.

The easy proofs are left to the reader as an exercise.

1.13 Definition (/open) (1) ^ divides y (notation: x \ y) if (3z)(xz = y). (Recall
that this is shorthand for (3z)(x * z = y).)

(2) x is prime (Prime(x)) if x > 1 and (Vw)(u | z. —* w = 1 V u = x).
(3) z = x — y if (x > y and a: + 2 = y) or (x < y and z — 0).
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1.14 Lemma (JOpen) _0 ) x | y iff (3z < y)(xz = y)
(2) Prime(x) iff x > T& (Vu < x)(u | a ; ^ . u = 1 Vu = i ) .

Proof. (1) Assume x \ y. If y = 0 then for z = 0 we have z <yjzxz = y; so
assume y ^ 0 and X2 = y. Then x φ 0, thus x > 1 and 2 = 2 * l < 2 * x = y.

(2) Observe that for x > 1, u \ x implies u < x. •

1.15 Lemma (/Open)
(1) ϊ | x , x | x , x | U , (x\y and y\z)->x\z]
( 2 ) ( x | y & y | x ) - > x = y, x\y-+x\yz;
( 3 ) (x\yjεx\z)-+x\(y + z)]

(4) y ^ 0 —• (3!u < x)(3!υ < y){x = yu + v) (division with a remainder).

Proof. (l)-(3) are easy. We prove (4). Let φ(u) be the formula yu < x.
We have φ(0) and for some u, e.g. for u = x + 1, we have -*φ(u) (since
y(x + 1) = yx + y > a; + y > x). By Iopenj there is a u such that yu < x
and y(tί + 1) > x Since < is a linear order and multiplication by a non-zero
number is monotone, u is unique; furthermore u < x. Put v = x — yu; then
x = yu + v and v < y (otherwise v = y + v',yu + y = y(u + 1) < s, a
contradiction.) Clearly, υ is uniquely determined. D

1.16 Lemma (/Open)
(1) If x > y then x - y = {x + z) - (y + z)\
(2) if x > y then (x - y) + z = (x + z) - y;
(3) (x - y)* = xz - yz\
(4) z I x and 2 | y implies z\x — y.

Proof. Exercise. D

1.17 Definition and Lemma (/open) x is even if 2 | x; z is odd if it is not even.
For each x, either x or x + 1 is even.

Proof. 0 is even; assume x ^ 0. Consider the open formula 2u < x and denote
it by φ(u). Clearly, φ(0) and for some u, ^φ{u) (e.g. for u = x). Thus there
is an u such that 2u < x and 2(u +1) > x. Then either 2u = x or 2u = x — 1,
and in the latter case 2(u + 1) = x + 1. D

1.18 Theorem and Definition (pairing, IOpen) For each x, y, there is a unique
z such that 2z = (x + y)(x + y + 1) + 2x; this z is denoted (x, y). For each z
there is a unique pair x, y such that z = (x, y).

Proof. Either 2 | (x + y) or 2 | (x + y + 1); thus 2 | ((x + y)(x + y + 1) + 2x).
Therefore for some z, 2z = (x + y)(x + y + 1) + 2x; clearly, this z is unique.
Now take any z and using Jopen, find an r such that r(r + 1) < 2z and
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(r + l)(r + 2) > 2z. (Consider φ(r) = r(r + 1) < 2z.) Clearly, 2z - r(r + 1)
is even; let x be such that 2x = 2z — r(r + 1). We have x <r (otherwise we
would have 2x > 2r, 2r < 2z - r(r + 1), r 2 + 3r < 2* and r 2 + 3r is even;
thus (r + l)(r -f 2) = r 2 -f 3r + 2 < 2a?, a contradiction). Put y = r - x; then
z + y = r, 2z = (x + y)(x + y + 1) + 2z, thus z = (z, y). D

1.19 Definition. Let T be a theory containing Iopen A formula φ(x) is said
to be Σn (Πn) in T if there is a Σn formula (Πn formula) φ(x) such that
T h φ(x) = ^(x). Furthermore, φ(x) is said to be Δn in T if it is both Σn in
T and Πn in T.

1.20 Examples, x \ y, ί?υen(a:), Prime(x), z = (x, y) are ΣQ in / o p e n

1.21 Theorem. Let T D / o p e n For each natural number n and any formulas

(1) if </?, V> are Σn(Πni Δn) in T then so are φ&cφ and <p V φ\

(2) if y> is Δn in T then so is -«/?;
(3) if n > 0 and φ is Σ"n in T then so is (βx)φ\
(4) if n > 0 and ^ is /7n in Γ then so is (Vx))φ.

Proof. Fully analogous to that of 0.34. (For each n and each choice of φ^φ, a
T-proof is constructed.) D

Now we turn to IΣQ. Since IΣQ and related theories will be investigated
in detail in Chap. V, we prove (or state) only some few basic facts.

1.22 Theorem. (1) IΣo proves the least number principle for Σo formulas: i.e.
for each Σo formula IΣo proves

-> {3x)(ψ(x)k(\/y < x

(2) For each Σo formula, IΣo proves the following order induction:

(V*))((Vy < x)φ(y) - φ(x)) -+ &x)φ(x).

Proof. (1) Assume (3x)(φ(x) k (Vx)(φ(x) -> (Ξy < x)φ(y)) and apply in-
duction to the formula (Vy < x)^φ(y) to obtain a contradiction. (2) Apply
induction to the Σo formula (Vy < x)φ(y). Π

1.23 Definition (IΣo)* If x,y ^ 0 then gcd(x,y) is the maximal u such that
u I x and u \ y; otherwise gcd((x,y) = 0 (greatest common divisor).

Note that gcd(x,y) exists since it is the least u < min(x, y) such that
(Vv < min(x, y)){u + 1 < υ —* -i(v | x & v | y)).
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1.24 Lemma (IΣo). 0 < y < x -> (3u < x)(3υ < x)(gcd(x, y) = xu - yv).

Proof. (0) Clearly we may assume y < x. Observe that if 0 < t < y and
t = xu — yv then there are u < y and v < x such that t — xu — yv. (To see
this first show u > y = v > x; thus if u > y then we can replace u by u - y
and v by v — x. Apply LΣ$.)

(1) Let z be the least number such that, for some it, υ < x, xu > yvhz =
xu—yv. We show z = gcd(x, y). First prove z \ x. By 1.15(4), let x = zs+t, t <
z. Clearly, s φ 0 since t < z < x. I f ί^O then t = x-zs = x- (xu - yv)s =
x(l + yq — u) — y(x<7 — v) where g is the least number such that 1 + yq > u and
xq > v. Then clearly 1 + yq — u <x, xq — v <x and we get a contradiction
with the minimality of z. Thus t = 0 and z | x.

(2) The proof of z \ y is similar (note that z < y since y = xy — y(x — 1).
(3) Now if it; I x and w \ y then it; | z (by 1.13(4)); thus w < z and z =

gcd(x, y). This completes the proof. D

1.25 Lemma (JΣΌ). gcd(x,y) = 1 —• (V^Xz | yz —> x 12).

Proof. Assume gcd(xy y) = 1 and y < x. Then, for some u, v < x, 1 = xu — yv.
Now if x I yjz then a; ] xuz — yυ^, rr | (xu — yv)z, x\z. D

1.26 Lemma (IΣo). (1) For each x > 1, there is a y < x such that Prime(y)
and y | re. (2) If Prime(x) and x | yz then x \ y or x \ z.

Proof (1) follows by the least number principle (1.22). (2) Assume that x
does not divide y; since x is prime this means gcd(x,y) = 1. Thus x \z by
1.25. D

1.27 Remark. The reader may move now to Chap. V where IΣQ is investigated
in details. He will find there, among other things, a proof of the following
theorem claiming that in IΣo exponentiation is ΣQ definable as a possibly
partial function:

There is a ΣQ formula exp(z,x,y) such that IΣQ proves the following:

(1) exp(zlyx,y)kexp(z2,x,y). -> zΎ = z2i

(2) ea*(l,*,0),
(3) exp(z,x,y) -* exp(zx,x,S(y)),
(4) exp(z,x,y)ky' < y -» (3z')exp(z\xyy

f).

Many results of Chaps. I-IV are independent of this theorem; the reader
may postpone reading its proof. In subsection (c) of the present section, we
shall prove a weaker (and classical) result saying that there is a formula exp
which is Δ\ in IΣ\ and such that IΣ\ proves (l)-(4). This weaker result is
basic for Chaps. I-IV.
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(b) Coding Finite Sets and Sequences; the Theory IΣo(exp)

1.28. In this subsection we shall investigate a theory stronger than IΣo and
having a richer language: we extend the language by a new unary function
symbol 2X for the ar-th power of two. The extended language is denoted
Lo(exp). Σo(exp) formulas result from atomic formulas of Lo(exp) by iterated
application of logical connectives and bounded quantifiers of the form (Vx <
y)t (3ar < y). The theory IΣo(exp) has the following axioms:
(1) axioms of Q,
(2) two axioms for exponentiation, namely:

(3) induction schema for all Σo(exp) formulas.

1.29. We shall need another class of formulas called ΣQXp(exp) formulas:
they result from atomic Lo(exp) formulas by iterated application of logical
connectives and bounded quantifiers of the following form:

(Vs<y), ( 3 * < y ) , (V* < Ψ), (3χ<Ψ).

1.30 Theorem (IΣ0(exp)). (1) x < 2*; (2) x < y -> 2X < 2y\ (3) 2* * 2y =
+

Proof. (1) is easy. (2) Use induction on y. Nothing is to be proved for y = 0.
Assume x < y —> 2X < 2y and x < y + 1.

Case 1: x < y is false; then necessarily x = y, 2X = 2y > y > 0, thus
2*'+1 = 2y * 2 = 2y + 2y > 2y = 2X.

Case 2: x <y is true; then 2X < 2y < 2y * 2 = 2y+x. Thus the induction
step is proved. (3) Induction on y. D

1.30 Lemma. The schema of induction for ΣQXp(exp) formulas is derivable in
IΣo(exp).

Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove the least number principle for each
ΣQXp(exp) formula.We claim that for each such formula φ(x) there is a
Σo(exp) formula φo(x,y) and a term t(x) of Lo(exp) such that IΣo(exp)
proves the following:

This is evident for φ atomic (t(x) = 0, <£>o(x> y) = ^( x )) K (*) holds for φ,φo,i
then it holds for -^φ,^φo,t] if it holds for y?i,y>io>*l and <p2i<P20*t2 then it
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holds for φ\ h v?2, ¥>lθ & ¥>20, h + *2 Assume that we have φ(x, u), φo(x, u, y)
and t(x,u) satisfying the analogue of (*) and investigate ψ(x) being (Vu <
2x)φ(x, u) (where x = z,.. .)• Then (*) holds for ψ'0(x) b e i n δ (V l ί ^ 2/)(u ^
2* _> y>0(χ,u,y)) and t'(x) being 2* + *(x,2*). (Note that IΣΌ(eaψ)proves
u < 2X -> t(x,iί) < φc^*) .) This proves our claim.

To complete the proof of 1.30, let φ,φo G ΣQXP(CXP) be as in the claim
above. In IΣo(exp), assume φ(x) and put y = t(x). Then we have φo(x,y);
write it <£>o(si> #2>..., y). By the least number principle for IΣo(exp) formu-
las, let x[ be the least x\ such that ^0(^1)^2? ?2/)ϊ ^ s ^i ^s ^e least a:i
such that φ(xι,X2, - 5) (Note that t(xΊ,X2y •) ̂  ^(^l?^)- ••)•)

1.31 Lemma and Definition (J£Ό(ea;ί>)). For each #, y, there are unique u < y,
v < 1, ^ < 2X such that

y = 2X+1 *u + 2x*υ + w.

The unique v < 1 such that (3u < y)(Ξu; < 2ίC)(y = 2 X + 1 * M -h 2X * v + tz;) is
called the rr-th bit of y and denoted bit(x, y). We further define

x G y Ξ bit(x,y) = 1.

(Note that x Ey is Σo(exp) in IΣo(exp).)

Proof. By 1.15(4) (division with remainder), there are u < y and q < 2X+1

such that y = 2 ί C + 1 * u + q; by the same theorem, there are v < q and w <2X

such that q = 2X * υ + w. The numbers u,υ>w are uniquely determined.
Moreover, u must be less than 2 since otherwise we would have q > 2 a τ + 1, a
contradiction. D

1.32_Lemma (IΣ0(exp)). (1) x e y -> x < y. (2) y = 0 -> (Va?)(» ^ y). (3)
y ^ 0 —> y has a least and a largest element. (4) y < 2W = (Vx)(x E y —> x <
u).

Proof. (1) bit(x, y) = 1 implies y > 2X > x. (2) follows from (1). Consider
(3): M y φ Q then we first claim that there is a largest x < y such that
2X < y; then it follows easily that x G y and a: is the largest element of y.
Having (3x < y)(x £ y) we get a least element of y by the least number
principle. Thus let us prove the claim. Let x be the least number such that
(W < y)(2* < y -> z < x). Then clearly 2X < y and x is the largest such
number. (4) The implication —• is obvious. To prove the converse, assume
y >2U and let x be the largest such that y > 2X. Then y = 2* + w for some
u> < 2*, which implies i G y ; and obiously, x >u. D

1.33 Definition (IΣo(exp)). x C y = (Vtt < z)(u Ga;-+uGy)
(Note that by 1.32, x C y is equivalent to (Vu))(u E i - > u G y).)
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1.34 Lemma (IΣ0(exp)). (1) If w < 2Z then for all x,

(2) For each u,y,
y < 2U = y C 2U - 1 .

Proof. (*-) Clearly z £ 22'+w by definition. Assume x 6 wy i.e. w = 2aH~1*s +
2 * + M < 2*. Then2*+w = 2 * + 2 * + 1 * s + 2 a j + t = 2 a j + 1 (2*- a ? - 1 +s)+2 ί C +ί,
i.e. x e 2Z + w.

(->) Assume x G 2* + w\ then a: < ̂  (since 2* + w < 2*+ 1). If x = * then
we are done; assume x < z. We have 2Z -\-w •=• 2aj~*~1 * s + 2* +1-

Claim. 2*+1*5 > 2^. Otherwise 2*+1*s < 2Z and since 22 = 2 a ? + 1*2 2 r- a J- 1,
i.e. 2a j + 112^, we get 2*+1 * 5 < 2^ - 2 ί C + 1. But then 2 ί C + 1 * 3 + 2^ + 1 < 2Z,
a contradiction. The claim is proved.

Thus 5 > 2z-χ~1 and s < 2Z~X; this implies that in dividing s by 2*~aj~"1

we get s = 2*-*- 1 + ̂  (g < 2 z - f l : - 1 ),

2Z + w = 2 a ; + 1 ( 2 * - * - 1 + g) + 2X + 1 = 2^ + 2 X + 1

*

and consequently x Ew. This completes the proof of (1).
(2) By 1.31, it suffices to show

(i) x < u -^ bit(x,2u - 1 ) = 1,

(ii) x>u-+bit(x,2u - l ) = 0.

But (ii) is obvious; let us prove

(*) (Vtι)(Va? < u)(bit(x, 2U - 1) = 1).

(Show that the formula following (W) is ΣeχP(exj>) in IΣ0(exp).) Nothing
need be proved for u = 0. Assume (*) and consider u + 1: 2U"*~1 — 1 =
2"+(2 t ' - l ) . Thus Kt(ti, 2 t ί + 1 - l ) = 1 and, by (*), for a: < u, bit(x, 2W~1) = 1.
But by (1), Ut{x,2u - 1) = 6iί(x,2w + 1 - 1). D

1.35 Definition (IΣo(exp)). For each x, y, put

max(a ) = the largest element of x if x φ 0,

= 0 for x = 0 (cf. 1.34(3))

(< x) = 2 a ? + 1 - 1

(< x) = 2X - 1

3e<7(z) = (< max(x)).
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Note that, by 1.34(2), u G (< x) iff u < x. We further make the following
definition: y is a restriction of x to z (in symbols: Restrict(y, x, z)) if y < 2Z

and (Vu < z)(u G x = u G y). Note that this notion is Σ^xp{exp) in
/Σb(eaψ)and that the latter theory proves the following: if Restrict(y,x,z)
and z > 2X then (Vu)(u ex = uβy).

1.36 Theorem (/ΣΌ(ea p)-comprehension). For each XlQίCp(exp)-formiila
φ(u,p), IΣo(exp) proves

(Vz)(3y < 2*)(W < x)(ti G y =

Proof. We apply induction on a: to the formula

The case x = 0 is trivial. Assume (*) and let y be as in (*). Consider x + 1.
,p) holds, then put y' = y + 2^; by the preceding,

(u,p). V u = x) = <p(u,p)).

K - y>(x,p) holds, then put y1 = y and argue similarly. D

1.37 Theorem (IΣΌ(exp)). If z C y then x < y.

Proof. Assume x Q y and let us prove the following by induction on z:

(*) (Vs' < 2*)(Vy' < 2z)(Restrict(x\ x, z) &Restrict(y', y, z) -> x' < y').

The case z = 0 is trivial (a:' = y' = 0). Assume (*) and consider z + 1. Let
Restrict(x", x,z + 1), Restrict(y'\y, z + 1). Put

z ' = z" - 2* if z G z ,

a/ = z" if z £ a:

and similarly for y;. Then Restrict(x\x,z),Restrict(yr,y,z) and a:' < y'.
If 2τ ^ a; then x" = x1 < y' < y" by (*). If z G x then z G y and
x" = x1 + 2* < y' + 2^ = y/; again by (*). This completes the proof. D

1.38 Corollary (IΣΌ(ea ̂ )-extensionality). If (Vu)(u G x = u G y) then a; = y.
(In particular, the restriction of x to z is uniquely determined.)
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1.39 Theorem (IΣo(exp)). For any :r,y, there exist uniquely determined
numbers x U y, x Π y, x - y, x x y, |J x, Tf{x) having the following properties:

(union) (W)(u G#Uy = .uGtfVuGy)

(intersection) (Vu)(u £xΠy = .u€x&εuEy)

(set difference) (Vu)(u E i \ y = .u6a;&i5ίy)

(Cartesian product) (W)(tx € x xy = . (3u G #)(3ι> G y)(u = (v, u;))

(sum set) (Vu)(u G (J a: = . (3υ G x)(u G v))

(power set) (Vw)(w6 V(x) = . u C x)

Proof. We always find a 2 such that the set in question is a ΣQXp(exp)-
definable subset of seg(z). Take the union and let x < y. Then seg(x) C
seg(y) and we put z = y; there is a u; such that (Vu)(u 6 w = u €
seg(z) & (ix G x V u G y)) (by comprehension). Thus tz is x U y. Similarly
for x Π y,x — y,[Jx. For x x y observe that u < x&εv < y implies (u,υ) <
(x + y + 1) * (x + y + 1) (say); thus there is a w such that

(V*)(* € to = . z G θe^((x + y + I) 2)

Finally for the power set, observe that u C x implies u < x; thus there is a
w such that

G iί)(v Ga;)). D

Remark. Next we introduce some well-known notions concerning (finite) sets
and show that their obvious properties are provable in IΣo(exp). Note that in
J27θ(exj>)each number is a finite set (codes a finite set); thus instead of saying
"a finite set" we just say "a number"; but we call the reader's attention to
properties definable using the membership predicate (as defined above).

1.40 Definition (IΣo(exp)).
(1) a; is a relation if a; is a set of ordered pairs:

Rel(x) = (Vu G x)(3υ,w G u)(u = (v,w))

(domain) v G dom(x) = (3u G x)(3w < u)(u = (v,w))

(range) w G rng(x) = (3u G x)(3υ < u)(u = (v,w))

(show that y = dom(x)yy = rng(x) are Σ^xv{exp) in IΣo(exp).)
(2) y is a linear order on x if Rel(y),dom(y) = rng(y) = x and y is

reflexive, transitive and dichotomic on x, i.e.

(V.. .)((*, v) G y&(v,t ιθ G y . ^ (tι,tι;) G y ) ,

(Vt i , i ;Gx)(MGyV(t ; ,u)ey) ,

(Vw, v G x)((u, v) G y & (v, w) G y. -> u = v).
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(3) y is a mapping of x into z if iZeZ(y), dom(y) = z, rng(y) C z and

(Vu G x)(Vυ, ID € z)((u, ι>) G y & (u, ιu) G y. -+ v = u>)

A mapping is an injection (or: is one-one) if

2,v) G y

y is a bijection of a: onto 2: if, additionally, rng(y) = 2.
(4) For each x, the natural ordering of a: is the unique linear order y on

a: such that, for each iz, v G x, (tί, y ) 6 | / = « < ι ; . (Show the existence of y
using comprehension.)

1.41 Theorem (IΣo(exp)). (1) (Cardinality.) For each z, there is a unique
y = card(x) such that there is a bijection of x to (< y).

(2) (Pigeon-hole principle for finite sets.) If card(x) < card(y) then there
is no injection of y into x.

(3) If y is a linear order ona ^ O then x has a largest and a least element
with respect to y.

Proof. One only checks that the usual proofs formalize in (p)

(1) The desired bijection /, if it exists, satisfies / < 2(*+2'+1)2; thus we
may prove the following by ΣlQίCp(ea;p)-induction on x:

(*) (3!y < a;)(3/ < 2 ( 2 * + 1 ) 2 ) ( / is a bijection of x to (< y)) .

(Check that this is
For x = 0 we get y = 0; assume (*) for each x < z and investigate z. Let

u = max(z) and x = z — 2W; then x<z,v€x = .vez&εv^u and there
is a y satisfying (*). Let / be the corresponding mapping; we extend / to a
bijection g of 2 onto (< y + 1) by defining (/(v) = f(v) for υ G a:, y(tί) = y.
The mapping (relation, set) exists thanks to ΣtQίcp(exp)-comprehension.

To prove both the uniqueness of cardinality and the pigeon-hole principle,
we show the following by ^ ^

-i(3/ < 2 ( 2 a ? + 1 ) 2 ) ( / is an injection of (< x + 1) into (< x)).

This is clear for x = 0. Assume (*) and let / be an injection of (< x -f 2) into
(< x +1). We may also assume that f(x + 1) = x (if not we change / for the
arguments x + 1 and f"1{x) using comprehension). But then the restriction
of / to (< x -h 1) is an injection of (< x + 1 ) into (< #), a contradiction. This
completes the proof of the induction step.

Consequently, if there is a bijection of (< x) onto (< y) then x = y.
Thus each finite set has its unique cardinality; and we get the pigeon-hole
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principle using composition of mappings. The fact that the composition of
two mappings that are finite sets is a mapping (and a finite set) follows by
comprehension.

(3) By induction on x] note that the universal quantifier (Vy) may be
bounded by 2( 2 m a x (*)+ 1 ) 2 so that Γo^(eap)-induction applies. Assume the
assertion for all z < x and consider z\ let u be the maximal element of z with
respect to the ordering < and let v e x = .v e z&ευ ^ u. Then x < z and
if y' = y Π (x x x) we see that yf is a linear order on x. By the induction
assumption, x has a maximal element u1 with respect to yi\ Then either u or
υ! is maximal in z with respect to y. Π

1 42 Definition (IΣo(exp)). Now we finally come to our definition of finite
sequences; they are naturally defined as particular mappings.

Seq(z) = (3x < z)(z is a mapping & dom(z) = (< x))

Seq(z) -> . lh(z) = x iff dora( z) = (< a?)

Seg(s)bu< lh(z). -> (*)„ = υ iff (u, v) G z

5eg(z) & u > /Λ(*). -• (^)w = 0

Seq(z) -+ .w = z ^ (x)Ίfί(Vu< w)(u GWΞΞ .u£z\/u = (lh(z), x))

for -*Seq(z)t z — (x) = 0

0 is the empty sequence; Z/ι(0) = 0;

(x) = 0 ^ (a?); ( z i , . . . , z n , z n + i ) = (a?i,. . .,x n )

Note that all notions defined are ΣQXp(exp) in

1.43 Theorem. JΣΌ(ea p) proves the basic properties of sequences (as formu-
lated in 0.41): For Seq(s),Seq(s'),

(1) lh(s) < s and (W < //ι(5))((5)w < s)

(2)

(3) (Vu < lh(s))((s)u =

(4) if lh(s) < Ih(s') and (W < /Λ(θ))((β)tl < (3;)«) then s < s1

(5) (Vtι)(at/ > tι)

(Consequently, if θ,6; have the same length and the same corresponding
elements then s = θ'.)

Proof. (2) is trivial: 0 is the empty mapping. All monotonicities of (1) and
(4) follow from the monotonicity of the ordered pair (x,y < (x,y)) and of
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membership (x G y -> x < y). Indeed, if s φ 0,Seg(s) and dom(s) = (< z),
then lh(s) = x and for some y, (a: - l,y) € s. Thus z - 1 < (x - l,y) < s
and hence x < s. If (u,y) G s then y < (u,y) < s. This proves (1)

We prove (4). First observe that for each sequence s and each i < lh(s) we
have the shortening of s to i (denoted by s I i for a moment) which results
from restricting the domain of s to (< i). Existence follows by comprehension;
and s i lh(s) is a. Assume lh(s) < Ih(s') and (Vi < lh(s))((s)i < (s')i)]
let us prove (Vi < lh(s)((s | i) < (sf I i)) by induction on i. Note that
s l(i + 1) = (s I i) + 2(*''Wi). We get s < s' | lh(s); but *' | /Λ(5) < s' is
obvious since sf | Z/ι(θ) C θ'.

Proofs of (3) and (5) are easy. •

Remark Since IΣo(exp) proves (z,y) < (a: + y + I ) 2 , it also proves the
following: if lh(s) = zand (Vi < *)((*)< < x) then s < ^ ^ \

(c) Provably Recursive Functions; the Theory IΣ\

We are going to investigate the theory IΣ\ (Q plus induction for Σ\ formu-
las). We have two main goals in this subsection: first, to show that exponenti-
ation is definable in IΣ\ in such a way that IΣΌ(ezp)becomes a subtheory of
IΣ\\ and, second, to show that the class of all Σ\ definable functions (on N)
whose totalness is provable in IΣ\ is closed under primitive recursion and
therefore each primitive recursive function is IΣ\-provably recursive. The
first goal is reached by developing, in some extent, an alternative weak (non-
extensional) coding of finite sets in IΣ\ based on divisibility. This coding
could be fully developed, but we use it only to define exponentiation; then
it may be forgotten and the coding based on exponentiation may be used
instead. To reach the second goal, we prove more than stated: we show that
for each Σ\ -definition of a total function in J27i, we may construct another
Σ\ -definition of a total function in 1Σ\ such that 1Σ\ proves that the latter
function is the primitive recursive iteration of the former one. This will be
frequently used throughout the book (and will be strengthened in the next
subsection).

We start with some basic observations on 1Σ\. Trivially, IΣ\ contains
IΣQ and therefore proves the least number principle for ΣQ formulas. (We
postpone the proof of the fact that IΣ\ proves the least number principle
for Σ\ formulas to Sect. 2.) Now we show that IΣ\ proves collection for ΣQ
formulas.

1.44 Theorem. For each Σo formula φ(x,y) (possibly containing parameters
distinct from w,v),

h (V* < u)(3y)φ(x, y) -* (3υ)(Vx < u)(3y < v)ψ(x, y).
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Proof. We proceed in IΣχ. Assume (V# < u)(3y)φ(x,y) and prove, by Σ\
induction on iϋ, the following:

(*) w < u —> (3υ)(Vz < w)(3y < v)φ(x, y) .

Nothing is to be proved for w = 0; assuming (*) for w andw + 1 < u, let yo be
such that φ(w, yo) and put υ1 = max(v, y1). Then we get (Vx < w + l)(3y <

1 45 Corollary. (1) IΣi proves collection for ΣΊ formulas. (2) Formulas Σ\ in
JΣΊ are closed under bounded quantification. (3) Thus formulas Λ\ in IΣ\
are closed under bounded quantification. (4) IΣ\ proves the following order
induction for each Σ\ formula φ(x) (cf. 1.22):

(V*)((Vy < x)ψ(y) -» V ( * ) ) -»(Vx^C*).

Proo/. (1) by contraction of quantifiers. (2) Let φ(x) be (3y)φo(x,y) where
φn is Σ*o and x is £1,0:2, Then the formula (Ξxi < X2)^(x) is Σ\ in JΣΊ
(commute the existential quantifiers) and so is (V#i < X2)φ(x) since it is
equivalent to (3v)(Va?i < #2)(3y ^ υ)^θ(x?l/) (3) is immediate. (4) Apply
induction to the formula (Ay < x)φ(y) observing that the last formula is Σ\
in IΣi by (2). D

Now we shall exhibit an auxiliary coding of sequences.

1.46 Lemma and Definition (IΣ\). For each x, there is a least y such that all
positive u < x divide y. We write y = hull(x).

Proof. We prove (Vz)(3y)(W < x)(0 < u -• u \ y) by Σι induction; the
existence of a least such y follows by the least number principle for Σo
formulas.

For x = 0 the assertion is vacuous. Assume (Vti < x)(0 < u —• u\y) and
take y' = y * (x + 1); then (W < a: + l)(u > 0 -> u | y). D

1.47 Definition, a: Go (y, ̂ ) iff (1 + (1 + x) * z) \ y.

1.48 Lemma (Comprehension). For each ΣQ formula φ(u) IΣ\ proves the
following:

)(Vu < x)(ti €0 (y,z) = φ(u)).

(φ may contain free variables distinct from u, y, z as parameters.)

Proof We may assume x > 1. Let 2 = hull(x). We claim that for u < v < x
the numbers 1 + (1 + u)z, 1 + (1 + v)z are relatively prime, i.e. their greatest
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common divisor is 1. (This claim is proved below.) Using this we show the

following by Σ\ induction on t:

(t<x-> (3y)(Vu < x)[(u <tkφ(u) -> u Go (y,*))&

(*) k{u>tV ^φ(u))) -* gcd(y, 1 + (1 + u)z) = 1)].

For t = 0 take y = 1. Assume (*) and consider t + 1. Let y be as in (*).
Case 1: -*φ(t). Then (*) holds for t replaced by t + 1 and for y as it stands.

Case 2: φ{t). Put y' = y * (1 + (1 + t)) * *. Then clearly * Go (ί/, *) and
ix < t$zφ(u) implies u Go (y',^)- Hw > tV-ι^(tι) then0cd(y,l + (l+u);z) = 1
and £cd(y, 1 + (1 + t)z) = 1. Moreover, by our claim, gcd(l + (1 + u)*, 1 +
(1 + t)z) = 1. Now if c divides both 1 + (1 + u)z and y1 = y * (1 + (1 + t)z)
then, by 1.25, c | y or c \ 1 + (1 + *)*; thus c = 1 and we are done. It remains
to prove the claim. HI

(Proof of the claim.) A s s u m e u < υ < x\ t h e n 0 < υ — u < x a n d v — u \ z.
Write wi, v\ for 1+u, 1+v and let c be such that c | l-f-wi2, c \ l+v\z. Then for
some α, δ we have l + u\z = αc, 1+vχ^r = be, (l+uιz)\abc = α(l-hvi2r). Since
trivially (l+uιz) \ a(l+uιz) we get (by subtracting) (1+uιz) \ a(vιz—uιz) =
a(v — u)z. Evidently, gcd(l+uιz,z) = 1; thus, by 1.25, (l + uιz) \a(υ — u)\az.
By the same reasoning, (1 + u\z) \ α, which together with 1 + u\z = ac give
1 + iiχ2r = α and c = 1. D

Remark. Note that the formula u Go (y>*0 is ΣΌ in IΣ\.

1.49 Definition (/i^i). (1) (y,^) o-codes a sequence of length x if for each
u < x there is a t; < y such that (u,v) Go (y^)- If this is the case then
(y,z)u is the least v < y such that u,v) Go (y,^)-

(2) (y,z) is an exponential sequence of length a; (Exseq(y, z, x)) if (y,^)
o-codes a sequence of length x9 x > 1, (y,^)o = 1 and, for each u < x — 1,
{y,z)u+ι = 2*<y,z)w.

(3) exp(x, υ) if (3y, z)(Exseq(y, z, x + 1) & (y, ̂ ^ = v).

l 50 Theorem. (1) IΣχ h (
(2) The formula exp(x,υ) is 4 i in IΣ\.
(3) If we define in IΣ\ the function 2 1 by exp(x, v) then all axioms of

IΣo(exp) are provable in IΣ\.

Proof (1) First show in IΣ\ that if Exseq(y, z, x), Exseq(yr, zf, x1) and x < xf

then, for each u < x1, (y,z)u = (yf,z')u (uniqueness). This is proved by
induction on u, the formula in question being ΣQ in IΣ\. Similarly we prove
that Exseq(y,z,x) and u < x implies u < {y,z)u\ furthermore, Exseq(y,z,x)
and u < v < x implies (y, z)u < (y, z)v.

Then prove the following by Σ\ induction on x:

x>l-> (3y, z)Exseq(y, z, x) .
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(Note that the formula (3y,z)Exseq(y,z,x) is Σ\ in IΣ\ by contraction of
quantifiers.) The assertion is evident for x = 1. Assume x > 1, Exseq(y,z,x)
and (y, 2)3-1 = ίi put g' = (x,2q). By 1.46, there are y',zf such that

(Vti < q')(u Go (ϊΛ *') = . (u Go (y, 2) & (3i < a?)(3t; < u)(tι = (i, υ)) V

We get Exseq(y', z\ x + 1).
(2) Clearly, exp(x, v) is ΣΊ as defined; but since we have (1), -ιexp(x, v) is

equivalent in IΣ\ to (3tu)(:r ^ v&εexp(x,w)). Thus the result follows.
(3) We proceed in IΣχ. Clearly, 2° = 1. If 2X = υ and 2*+1 = w then we

have Exseq(y,z,x + 1), Exseq(y', z1, x + 2), (y, 2r)β = υ, (y'^^aj+i = tu; but,
by the claim in the proof of (1), (j/\z')x = v and thus w = 2v. Thus the
axioms for 2X are provable. It remains to prove that induction for Σo(exp)
formulas is provable. But this follows from the fact that each Σo(exp) formula
is A\ in IΣ\. Let us prove this fact.

To prove that atomic Σ^txp) formulas are Λ\ it suffices to show that for
each term t of Lo(exp) and each variable x not occuring in t, the formula
t = x is Δ\ in IΣχ. This is clear for t atomic and the induction step for S, +
and * is easy. (For example, x = t + s is equivalent to (Ξu, v < x)(u = t & v =
s & a; = u + v)] if u = ί and v = θ axe ^ i in Ji?i then so is x = t + s by
1.45.) Consider x = 2t and let the formula u = t be Δ\. It is sufficient to
remember that x = 2U is 2I1 in JΣΊ (see (2) above); x = 2* is equivalent to

(3t/<aO(x = 2w&u = *).
For the rest of the proof it suffices to recall that formulas Δ\ in IΣ\ are

closed under connectives and bounded quantifiers. D

1.51 Discussion and Definition. (1) Recall that we have Σn formulas and Πn

formulas; these are particular formulas of the language of arithmetic. Then we
have Σn and Πn sets of natural numbers; i.e. sets defined (in the standard
model N by Σn formulas and Πn formulas respectively). Δn sets axe sets
that are both Σn and Πn (cf. Sect. 0). In 1.19 we defined a formula to be
Σn (77n, Δn) in a theory Γ. Now we turn our attention to sets of natural
numbers defined by such a formula. Instead of saying that a set X is defined
by a formula that is Σn in T we say that X is T-provably Σn (similarly for
i7n, Δn). This generalizes to X C Nk, k = 2,3,....

Clearly, if T is sound, i.e. N is a model of T and X is T-provably Σn (Δn

etc.) then X is Σn (etc.). The converse need not be true, cf. Chap. IV, Sect. 3.
(2) A formula φ{x,y) defines a total function in T if T h (Vx)(3\y)φ(x, y).

We may then extend T by defining a new function symbol F and the axiom
φ(x,F(x)). We may againcall the resulting theory T but care is necessary
when dealing with hierarchies of formulas, e.g. we distinguish ΣΌ-formulas
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and Σo(exp)-ϊoτm\ύas. If the formula ψ defining F in T is Σn in T then we

say that F is Σn in T, etc.
Clearly, if φ(x,y) defines a total function in T and T is sound then φ

defines a total function in N. A function / : N —> N is T-provably total if
it has a definition φ(x,y) which defines a total function in T. The function
/ is T-provably Σn (etc.) if it has a definition which is Σn in T. (This is a
particular case of (1).) The function / is a T-provably total Σn function if
it has a definition φ which is Σn in T and defines a total function in T. In
particular we call / T-provably recursive if it is T-provably total Σ\; since
we shall often be interested in JΓΣΊ-provably recursive functions we shall call
them just provably recursive.

1.52 Lemma. Assume T D JOpen (1) If F is a function symbol Σ\ in T then
F is Δι in T.

(2) If φ is Δ\ in T and F is a function symbol A\ in T then the formula
(3a? < F(y))φ is A\ in T.

Proof. (1) If φ(x,y) is as above then the formula (3y; ^ y)ψ(x,y/) is ΣΊ in
T and defines the complement of F; thus its negation is Π\ and defines F.

(2) Let φ1 be (Ξx < F(y))φ. Clearly, φ1 is ΣΊ (by contraction of quanti-
fiers). But un T, φ' is also equivalent to (Vz)(z = f(y) —* (Vx < 2r)^), which
is iTi in T. D

1.53 Lemma. If T D IOpen then T-provably recursive functions are closed
under composition.

Proof. By contraction of quantifiers. D

1.54 Theorem. If T D IΣ\ then T-provably recursive functions are closed
under primitive recursion. Thus each primitive recursive function is provably
recursive.

For T containing IΣ\ the converse is also true; thus provably recursive
functions are exactly all primitive recursive functions. The converse inclusion
will be proved in Chap. IV. The present theorem is an immediate consequence
of the following lemma:

1.55. Let T D IΣχ and let ψ(x,y) and φ(x,u,v,y) be Σ\ and define total
functions in T, i.e. T h (Vx)(3!y)y>(x,y) and T h (Vx,tι,υ)(3!y)^(x,tι,υ,y).
Then there is a Σ\ formula χ(x, z, y) such that

Th(Vx)(Vy)(χ(x,O,y) =
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Thus if the functions defined by φ, φ, χ are denoted by F, G, H respectively
then Γ h F(x, 0) = G(x) and T h F(x, z + l) = H(x, z, f(x, z)).

Proof, x just describes the course of values (Exaeq was a particular case):

χ(x, z, y) = (3s)(Seq(s) & lh(s) = z + 1 & (s)0 = G(x) & (s)x = y &

Transcribing this with the help of φ,ψ is trivial but tiresome; clearly, χ is
Σ\ in T. /ZΊ was used to prove (Vx, z)(3y)χ(x, z, y); uniqueness is easy to
prove and a pedantic elaboration of details of the proof of .F(x, z + 1) =
H(xyz,F(x,z)) is left to the reader.

1.56 Remark. The lemma says (in contradistinction to 1.54) that inside IΣ\
we may define total Λ\ functions from other A\ functions by primitive
recursion. Note that this generalizes easily to primitive recursion on the course
of values, cf. 0.44.

We now describe some concrete consequences of the preceding lemma.

1.57 Lemma. In IΣ\ we may define total Λ\ functions Σ and Π (sum and
product of a sequence) such that IΣ\ proves the following:

Σx = 0 if x = 0 or ->Seq(x),

Proof. Left as an exercise. (Given s, prove by induction that for each i < lh(s)
there is a sequence s* of partial sums of length i such that (s')o = (s)$ and,
for j < i — 1, (θ')^+i = (s*)j + (s)j+ι. Put Σs = y if there is a sequence sf of
partial sums of s of length lh(s) such that (s')//^^) = y. Similarly for 17.) D

1.58 Theorem. (1) In IΣ\ we may A\ define general power and factorial
functions; i.e. total functions xy and x\ such that the formulas z = xy and
z = x\ are Δ\ in IΣ\ and IΣ\ proves the following:

= 1 and xS^ = xy * x,

(2) IΣ\ proves that there are infinitely many primes. In IΣ\ we may define
an increasing Δ\ enumeration of all primes.

(3) IΣ\ proves the prime factorization theorem.
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Proof, (1) follows directly from 1.55. To prove (2) work in IΣ\ and take any
z; we show that there is a prime p > x. Let z = hull(x), i.e. (Vtx < x)(u \ z)
and take z + 1 . By 1.26, there is a p \ {z +1), but p is distinct from all u < x.
(This is the classic Euclid's proof.) For each x, let lp(x) be the least prime
number greater than x; by what we have just proved, Ip is a total A\ function.
Thus the function

P0 = 2,

Px+\ =

is Δ\ and total - both provably in IΣ\. This is the desired increasing
enumeration of all primes.

(3) A sequence s is a prime decomposition if all members of s are primes
and the sequence is non-decreasing, i.e. (s)t < (s)i+i for all i < lh(s) — 1.
We claim that for each x > 0 there is a unique prime decomposition s such
that Πs = x. Existence is proved by induction: the prime decomposition
of 1 is the empty sequence 0. Let x > 1 and assume (Vy < x)(y > 0 —>
y has a prime decomposition.). Let p be the largest prime dividing x (it exists
by the least number principle for Σ"o formulas) and take the y such that
x = p*y (divide x by p). Now y < x, so let s be a prime decomposition of y.
Then s ^ (p) is a prime decomposition of x. D

1.59 Remark. (1) Prove the uniqueness of the prime decomposition of x as
an exercise.

(2) Many theorems of elementary number theory formalize easily in IΣ\
together with their proofs; for example, the proof of Bertrand's postulate
(saying that for each x > 0 there is a prime number p such that x < p < 2x)
as given in [Hardy-Wright] can be easily rewritten in IΣ\.

(3) Moreover, in Theorems 1.56, 1.57 IΣ\ may be replaced by IΣo(exp)
but proofs then cost some additional effort since we do not have 1.54-1.55 for
IΣo(exp). Instead we have the following: JU7o(ezp)-provably total Σ^xv{exp)
functions are closed under bounded primitive recursion, i.e. if G,H,K are
IΣb(e2ψ)-provably total Σ^xv{exp) functions, F results from G,H by primi-
tive recursion and F is provably majorized by K then F is IΣΌ(eαψ)-provably
total Σ^ζexp) function (and we have the corresponding lemma analogous
to 1.55). The reader may elaborate details as an exercise.

(d) Arithmetization of Metamathematics:
Partial Truth Definitions

Recall our investigations in 0.50-0.55 (beginning arithmetization of meta-
mathematics): we showed there that various logical sets, functions, etc. are
Δ\ in N. As we promised there, we shall now strengthen these results and
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develop them further; we are going to show that logical notions (like formu-
las, terms etc.) are A\ in IΣ\ and that IΣ\ proves their basic properties. We
shall detail careful formulations; proofs consist more or less in checking that
informal proofs presented in Sect. 0 can be read as proofs in IΣ\. Our gain
will be twofold: We shall see that some reasonable parts of logic formalize in
IΣ\ and secondly, we shall be able to expand expressive possibilities of IΣ\
by introducing variables for Σn ( i7 n , Δn) sets of numbers. This will be very
useful.

1.60 Theorem. Let T D IΣχ, let Atm,Op*,Ar% be formulas A\ in T and
assume that T proves Atm^Opm to be disjoint, At9 non-empty and Ar* to
define a total function, i.e.

T H (VaO(Op (z) -+ (3\y)Ar'(x, y)), (write y = Ar'(x) for Ar'{x, y))

Γ h (3x)(Af(x)k(Vy)(Af(y) -+ ^(Seq'(y)kOp'((y)0))

cf. (0.50).

Then there axe formulas Expr*,Appl* that are Δ\ in T and such that T
proves (Expr't Appl*) to be a free algebra of type (Op*, Ar') generated by
At', i.e.

T\-Af(x)-+Expr ({x)),

T\-Appl (o,s,y)

= (Op (o),Seq (s)klh(s) = Ar'(o),y = (o) - Concseq(s)),

T h Appl'(o, a, y) & (Vi < lh(β))(Expr (((s)i). ^ Expr\y),

and for each Σ\ formula ψ(x) (possibly with parameters),

T\-(Vx)(Af(x)^φ(x))lk

& ((Vo, s, y)(Appl'(o, s, y) & (Vi < lh(s))φ((s)i). ^ ψ(y)) ^

Thus atomic expressions are expressions; applying an operation to a se-
quence of expressions of the appropriate length gives an expressions; each
non-atomic expression uniquely determines its components; and Expr is the
least Σ\ set containing all atomic expressions and closed under application
of operations.

Convention. We shall identify atomic expressions (x) with atoms x if there
is no danger of misunderstanding. (This corresponds to the usual convention
of omitting superfluous brackets.)
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Proof. Define Appl*(o, s) = (o) ^ Concseq(s)] we define w to be a derivation
formalizing the definition in 0.51; define

Expr*(s) = (3q)(q is a derivation and s is its last element).

The rest of the proof consists in checking the proof of 0.51. D

Now we could define a Δ\ presentation of terms and formulas of an
arbitrary language; instead, we restrict ourselves to the language of arithmetic
leaving the general case to the reader as an exercise.

1.61 Theorem. In IΣ\ we can define constants 5*, +*, **, = * , < * , 0*, -»*,
—>*, V*, A\ predicates Var*, Term*, Atform*, Form9 and A\ functions
Applterm*, Applform* such that basic properties of terms and formulas are
provable. More precisely, IΣ\ proves the following:

(1) (Term*, Applterm*) is a free algebra over variables* and the constant
0* as atoms with the operations S* (unary), +*,** (binary);

(2) An atomic formula* consists of =* or <* together with two terms:

Atform (x) = (3s, t < x)(Term*(s)kTermm{t)

(3) (Form9, Applform*) is a free algebra over atomic formulas* as atoms
with the following operations: -»* (unary), —»# (binary), and each variable*.

(4) There are infinitely many variables*:

(Vx)(3y>x)Var%y)).

(5) Terms* axe disjoint from formulas*:

*(x) & From%(x)).

In a still more transparent way this may be formulated as follows:
Write

x+* y instead of Applterm*(+*, (x, y)) ,

x ** y instead of Applterm*(**, (z, y)),

S*(x) instead of Applterm*(S*\ {x)),

t =* s instead of (=*, *, s),

t <* s instead of ( < V , θ ) ,

-»*(α:) instead of Applform*(~f, (x)),

x —•* y instead of Applform*(-+*, (x,y)),

(V*u)x instead of Applform*(u, (x, y)) where Var*(u)

Then IΣ\ proves the following:
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* there are infinitely many variables0,
* each variable* is a term*,
* if t, s are terms* then t +* s, t ** s, S*(t) are terms*,
* atomic formulas* have the form t =* s or t <* s where £, s are terms*,
* if x,y are formulas* and u is a variable* then x —•* y, -i#a?, (V*tί)# are

formulas*.

Furthermore, for each Σ\ formula <£>, IΣ\ proves the following:
IF φ(0 ) , (Vx)(Var (x) -> φ(x)) and (Vt,s terms*)(y>(ί)&y?(s) -» φ(Sm(t\
φ(t +* s), y>(* ** s) THEN (Vx)(Term*(x) -> φ(x)).

Similarly for formulas*.

Proof. Choose concrete natural numbers ni,..., ng such that IΣ\ I—*Seq(nϊ)
and put, in /17i, 5* = nΓ> + # = ™2y..., V* = nξ", v* = ng (auxiliary); define
e.g. Varm{x) = (βy < x)(x = (v*,y)). Then apply 1.60 twice: once for 0* and
variables* as atoms and 5 * , + # , * * as operations to get Term* and then for
atomic formulas* as atoms (Atform* as in (2))and -i ,—** and variables* as
operations. D

1.62 Definition (IΣi). Define υrm(y) = (υ*,y) (y-th variable), nm9(0) = Ό*,
nm#(a; + 1) = S*(nra*(z)) (a?-th numeral). Clearly, this defines total Δ\
functions in IΣ\. We often write x instead of nm*(x).

1.63 Theorem. (Construction of a Λ\ function by induction on terms.) Let (?,
ffl, fί"2j -^3 be total Δ\ functions in IΣ\. Then there is a total Δ\ function
in IΣ\ such that IΣ\ proves the following:

F(x) = G(x) if Var (x) or x = 0* ,

for a?, y terms* ,

Proof. F may be constructed by recursion on the course of values (cf. 0.44
and 1.56). D

1.64 Remark. (1) In IΣ\ we may define a total A\ function assigning to each
term* u the finite set of its variables*:

Var.of{u) = {u} if

Var.of(x +* y) = (7αr^/ («)) U Vαruι/ (y)) ,

Var-of(x ** y) = ( Vβr_o/ (*)) U Vαr_o/ (y)) ,

7αr.o/ (5 (x)) = Var-of{x).
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(2) A completely analogous theorem on the construction of a Λ\ function
by induction on formulas is now evident; for example, we may define the set
of all its free variables* of a formula* as follows:

Freevar*(u =* v) = Var.ofm{u) U Var.of(υ),

Freevar*(u <* υ) = similarly,

Frttvar* {-f x) = Freevar*(x),

Freevar*(x —>• y) = Freevar*(x) U Freeυar*(y) ,

JPreevar9((ymw)x) = Freevarm(x) \ {w} .

Furthermore, in IΣ\ we may define total A\ functions Subst* (substitu-
tion), VaΓ (evaluation of terms) such that IΣ\ proves the following:

(3) (Substitution into terms.)

Subsim(x,x,t)=t if Var*(x)&Termm(t) ,

Substm{t\ +• t2,x,t) = Subst*(tι,x,t) +*

if £i,^2, * are terms* and re is a variable*; similarly for **, 5*.
(4) (Substitution into formulas.)

Subst*(tι =* t2,x,t) =

- j8f, α, t ) = -y%

z, a:, t) = (\Γu)z if u = x ,

z, x, *) = (\ru)Subsf(z, x,t)\ϊuφx.

(5) (Value of a term.) If ί is a term* and z is an evaluation of its variables*,
i.e. a finite mapping whose domain consists of some variables*, among them
all variables* of t then:

VaΓ(t, z) = z(i) if t is a variable* ,

W ( * i +* t 2 ,*) = W ( t i , z ) + VU (*2,*)

similarly for **, 5* and *, S.

1.65 Remark. We have constructed a definition of sequences, terms, formulas,
etc. that are A\ in IΣ\ and such that basic properties (in particular, closure
properties) are provable in IΣ\. Our definitions define the corresponding
notions (sets, functions, etc.) in N\ for example, φ is a formula iff N t=
Fσrm*[φ] (this was discussed in Sect. 0). But since our definitions are Δ\ in
IΣ\ we can use Σ\-completeness of IΣ\ (see 1.9) to get the following:

(i) For each t€N,
t is a term iff N \= Term*(t) iff IΣχ h Termm(t),
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t iβ *i + ί2 iff # N ? = (ί ί +• ϊj) iff IΣχ h t = F[ +* .JJ,
similarly for 5, *.

(ii) For each φ (E N,
φ is a formula iff iV h Form*(φ) iff IΣΊ h Formm(φ),

φ is φι ^>φ2 ifi Nϊ=φ= (ψι -+* ^2) iff JΣΊ h ̂  = (^f -
similarly for tf < s, -1, (Vy).

(iii) If £, a axe terms, y> is a formula and a; is a variable then

h Sttta**(?,z,j) = Subsist, x, s),

h Subst (ψ,x,s) =

1.66 Lemma. H t(xo,.. ., a?n) is a term whose variables are among xo,..., xn

then

I27i h t(xOi..., xn) = 7α/#(ϊ, z(«0, ,*n)) ,

where 2r(xo» > ^n) is the finite mapping associating with each variable* Έϊ
the number z, (i = 0,..., n).

Proof, Construct the corresponding IΣ\ -proofs by induction over subteπns
oft: if t is Xi then IΣ\ h α, = X{\ if t is ίi +^2 aJid /27χ h ί, = Vα/#(t, , J?))(i =
1,2) then IΣ\ h ti + * 2 = Val*(ti+t2,z), etc. D

1.67 Remark. Note that this may also be expressed as follows: write υ(w/u)
for Sub$t*(υ,uyw) and v(wi/u\,.. .,wn/un) for iterated substitution. Then

IΣi h ί(*o, . , *n) = Vβ/(ϊ(io/5o,..., ά n / ^ , 0)

In particular, for t without variables we get IΣ\ h t = VαZ(ϊ), e.g. 3 + 7 =

VαJ(5 + # V) = 10.

1.68 Lemma. There is a formula Σζ(x) (saying: x is a Σζ-formula*) such that
(1) Σζ(x) is a Λ\ formula in IΣ\ and
(2) IΣ\ proves the following:

(i) Each atomic formula* is 17*,
(ii) Σζ formulas* axe closed under connectives* and [bounded quantifiers]*;

(3) Furthermore, for each Σ\ formula φ(x), IΣ\ proves the following:

(iii) If each atomic formula* satisfies φ and formulas* satisfying φ are closed

under connectives* and [bounded quantifiers]* then each 27J formula* satisfies

Ψ>

Proof. Formalization of bounded quantifiers is clear: (V*u <* υ)z is just
(V*t/)(tί <* v —•• z) The proof is completely analogous to the proof of 1.60
(A\ definition of expressions). D
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1.69 Lemma. There are formulas Σy(x)1Πy(x) with two free variables (read:
x is a Σy formula*, similarly for 77) such that (1) both Σy(x) and Π*{x) are
A\ in IΣ\Λ and (2) 1Σ\ proves the following:

(i) fory = 0,i;0 0r) = i7 (a0;
(ii) /7*+ 1(z) iff there is a variable* u < x and a Σy formula z such that

x = (Vt/)z;
(iii) similarly for

Proof. Exercise. O

We are now ready for a definition of satisfaction for ΣQ formulas.

1.70 Theorem. There is a formula Sato(z,e) which is Δ\ in IΣ\ and such
that IΣ\ proves Tarski's satisfaction conditions (cf. 0.6) for ΣQ formulas*,
i.e. IΣ\ proves the following:

(i) Sato(z, e) —> z is a Σζ formula* and e is an evaluation* for 2,
(ii) if z is Σζ and z = (u =* v) then

Sato(z,e) = VαZ (tι,e) = Valm{v,e)

and similarly for z = (u <* v);
(iii) if 2 is Σ'J and z = (-»#u) then 5α*o(2, e) iff -i5a*o(u, e) and similarly for

(( ) )
(iv) if 2 is Σ1* and ^ = ((V*w;i <* 1^2)") then Sato(z,e) iff for each e'

evaluation of u coinciding with e on Freeυar*(z) \ {wι} and such that
e\w\) is defined and e'(ιx i) < t'{w2) we have Sato(u,ef).

The proof is in 1.71-1.73.

1.71 Definition (IΣi). (1) q is a partial satisfaction for 27J formulas* < p and
their evaluations* by numbers < r (in symbols: P5ato(g,p, r)) if ς is a finite
mapping whose domain consists of all pairs (z,e) where z is Σζy z < p, e
is an evaluation* for 2, e C (< p) x (< r), range(q) C {0,1} and Tarski's
conditions hold for g whenever those things in question are defined, i.e. for
each (z, e) € dom(q),
(ii) if z = (u =* υ) then q(z,e) = T iff VαZ*(u,e) = VαZ*(v,e), similarly for

* = (t*< υ);
(iii) if z = (~«#w) then g(^, e) = 1 iff g(tx, e) = 0, similarly for £ = (u —>* v);
(iv) if 2: = ((V iί i <* iί;2)w) then q(z, e)j= T iff for each e' C (< p) x (< g)

as in (iv) above we have q((uy e') = 1.
(Note that e is assumed to be defined only for (some) variables* y such

that y < p and evaluates them by numbers < r.)
(2) Sato(z,e) iff there are g,p,r such that PSato(q,p,r) and 2(2, e) = 1.
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1.72 Lemma. (1) PSato is Δι in IΣχ.
(2) IΣ\ proves that if qχ,q2 are partial satisfactions for Σζ then they

coincide at the intersection of their domains.
(3) IΣ\ proves that for each p,r, there is a q such that PSaio(q,p,r).

Proof. (1) Recall that Δx includes Σ^φ{exp) and also recall 1.52(2). For
example, dom(q) is characterized as follows:

(Vx e dom(q))(3z, e < x)(x = (z, e) & e is an evaluation*

for z &z < phe < r) &

(Vs, e < -ff(p, r))(e is an evaluation* for z &

hz < phe < r. —> (z,e) 6 dom(q))

where H(py r) is a term majorizing all such (z, e); take e.g. (p + r + 2)2. The
rest is left as an exercise.

(2) In IΣ\ we prove the formula

-> (Ve < gi)(both qi(z,e) and 52(^5e) defined -> qχ(zye) = g2(^,e))

by induction on z (in the form 1.45(3)): if qi(z, e) and q2(z, e) are defined and
z is atomic then the conclusion follows by the definition of PSaiQ] if z is ->*ιx
are u —•* v then by the inductive assumption, <ft(u, e) and g2(^i e) are defined
and equal (and the same for v); thus qi(z, e) = #2(2? β). K z is (V*u;i <* 102)u
and qi(z,e) is defined then e(w2) is defined and e(iϋ2) < r; thus if e; C (<
p) x (< r) is a finite mapping coinciding with e on all free variables* of u
except possibly tui, assigning to w\ a value < e(u)2) and undefined elsewhere
then ςrt (tz, e') is defined, and by the induction assumption, <ft(u, e') = ^2(̂ 5 e 0
Thus^i(z,e) = g 2 (^e).

(3) We prove in IΣ\ the formula

(*) (3q)PSai0(q,p,r)

by induction on p, with r a parameter. Nothing has to be proved for p = 0;
assume (*), let PSato((q,p, r) and take tί = p+1. If w is neither a 17* formula
nor a variable* then we have P£αto(<Z,u,r); if u is a variable* then we have
to extend q to a q' such that q1 is defined for all pairs (2, e) where z is a i7*
formula*, z < p and e is an evaluation for 2, e C (< u) x (< r). Therefore
e may be defined for u but the value is irrelevant for q'(z, e) since u cannot
occur in z. Thus put #'(2, e) = #(2, e | ) where e J, means the restriction of
e to arguments different from u. Show using comprehension that q1 exists;
P5αto(^',u,r) is evident.

If u is a ΣQ formula then we have to discuss several cases; but note that
now u is not a variable* so we have only to investigate only evaluations
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e C (< p) x (< r). We need to extend q to a q1 such that q'(uye) is defined
for all e just mentioned.

(i) u is atomic, u = (t =* s): define

q'(u, e) = T iff VW (t) = VβZ (θ),

g'(u, e) = 0 otherwise,

qf(z, e) = g(z, e) if defined.

qf exists by comprehension.
(ii) u is -i v; since υ < p, g(υ, e) is defined for all e in question. We put

q'(u, e) = T - q(v, e), g'(2, e) = q(z, e) if defined. Similarly for u = (υ —•* tί>).
(iii) it is (V*tt>i <* tι;2)υ. K e C ( < p ) x (< r) is an evaluation for u and

α = e(tί>2) then extend q by defining q(u, e) = T iff for all e' C (< p) x (< r)
evaluations for v coinciding with e on ίVeevαr (υ) \ {ιt>i}, defined also for u;χ
and assigning to w\ a value e'(ιt>i) < α w e have ^(v, e') = 1; otherwise put
q'{u,c) = 0. (Purtheπnore, qf(z,e) = q(z,e) if defined.) Again qr exists by
comprehension. This completes the proof. D

1.73 Lemma (IΣΊ). (1) Sato is A\ in IΓi . (2) IΣi proves Tarski's satisfaction
conditions for Σζ formulas* and SatQ.

Proof. (1) As it stands, Sato is clearly Σ\. But by the preceding lemma, IΣ\
proves (assuming that z is a formula* and e is an evaluation*) Sat§(z,e) to
be equivalent to

(Vg,p,r)(P5αto(ί,P,r)&β(«,e) defined -> q(z,e) = 1).

Thus 5αt0 is Hi in
(2) The only thing to check is the condition for bounded quantifiers.

Assume z = (V*u>i <* 102)1/ and Sato(z,e; thus assume PSai(p,q,r) and
</(JZ, e) = 1. Then z < p and for each e; C (< p) x (< r) such that e; coincides
with e on -FVeevαr*(u) \ {iί>i} and e'{w2) < e(w χ) we have <7(t/,e') = 1, i.e.
Sato{u,e'). We have to get rid of the condition e' C (< p) x (< r). But if
e7 is as above except for the last condition then the restriction en of e to
Freevar*(u) U {wι} does satisfy the condition e" C (< p) x (< r) and for each
ςf',p',r' such that PSat(q'\p*\r') and both qr(u,e') and ^(wjβ'O) are defined,
we have qf(u,ef) = q'{u^en) (since ee^e" coincide on relevant variables*).
Thus we have Sato(u, e") and Sato(u, e'). We have proved the implication to
in 1.70(iv); the converse implication is easy. This completes the proof of the
lemma and of 1.70. •

1 74 Definition. For each n > 0 we define in IΣ\ predicates SatΣ,n and Satπ,n
as follows:

SatΣi0(z, e) = SatΠio(z, e) = Sato(z, e)
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given Sats.n we define

5αtij,n+l(^» e) = . [z has the form (\Γx)u where u is Σ*

e evaluates free variables* of z and for each

evaluation e' for w coinciding with e

on i7Veei;ar#(ii) \ {x} we have SatΣ.niy ^ e')].

Similarly for 5α*i?,n+i (from Satn.n)-

1.75 Theorem. (1) For each n < 1, Sαt^ n is Σ n in 7Σi and Satπ n is -CΓn in

(2) JΣi proves Tarski's satisfaction conditions for Sats.n and Σ* for-
mulas as well as for Satπ,n a^d ^ * formulas*; i.e. it proves analogs of
1.70(i)-(iv) and, in addition,

(v) if m < n, z is Σ ^ and z = (3#ar)iί then Satstn{z^e) iff there
is an evaluation* e1 of it coinciding with e on ίVeet αr*^) and such that

(v') if m < n, 2: is iT£, and 2: = (V*a;)iί then SatΣ,n(z, e) iff for all
evaluations ef of « coinciding with e on Freevar*(z) we have /

(v")> (v"') similarly for

Proof. (1) is obvious from 1.70 by induction on n. Also (2) is easy to prove
from the definitions. D

1.76 Corollary ("It's snowing"-It's Snowing-Lemma). If φ(xo,... ,xn) is Σn

then
IΣi h φ(xo,..., xn) = SaίΣin(φ(xo/xό,..., xn/x7l, 0)

This formalizes Tarski's example: the sentence "it's snowing" is true iff it's
snowing. Recall that φ(xo/x~o,..-.) is an abbreviation of

Subsf . . . Subst*(Subsim(φ, vr*(0), XQ), vr*(T), i i ) , . . . vr*(n), i n ) .

1.77 Remark. Observe that 1.70 is just a theorem in IΣ\\ to prove it we
needed only a finite fragment of IΣ\ (since each proof of a single theorem uses
finitely many axioms). Similarly, for each fixed n < 1, Tarski's satisfaction
conditions for 27JJ (or 77*) are expressed by finitely many sentences (or just
one - take conjunction). Thus only a finite fragment of IΣ\ is needed to prove
them. This fact will be used in the next section to show finite axiomatizability
of some fragments of arithmetic (including IΣ\).

1.78 Definition. We shall close this long section by extending the expressive
possibilities of theories containing IΣ\ by introducing variables for some
definable possibly infinite sets of numbers. Let n be a fixed natural number.
We make in IΣ\ the following definitions:
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(1) c is a (code of a) 27* set9 iff c is a 27* formula* and its only free variable*
is vr (0) (the 0-th variable*).

(2) x €r,n c iff c is a 27* set* and SaiΣ,n(c, [x]) (where [x] is the evaluation
assigning a: to vr*(0)).

(3) iT* sets and x Eπ,n c are defined dually.

Note that the formula a; eΣ,0
 c is ^ 1 m IΣ\ z*1^ for n > 1, the formulas

x £r,n c, x eπ,n c are I7n and Πn in 727χ respectively. Given n we may
introduce new variables in IΣ\ ranging over 27* sets. If n is clear from the
context we may use just X, Y,.... The following lemma serves as an example
of its usage.

1.79 Lemma (727χ). For each 27* total function* F there is a 27* total
function* G such that G(0) = 0 and, for each x,G(x + 1) = F(G(x)).

Proof. Very similar to the proof of 1.54, with the only difference being that
now we have one proof in IΣ\ for all total JC* functions*, not a schema of
theorems with infinitely many proofs. •

1.80 Remark. Note that if φ is a Σn formula whose only free variable is xo
(the 0-th variable) then IΣ\ proves that φ is a 27* set and that

x eΣyn ψ = SatΣ,n(ψ, [x]) = ψ(x)

(cf. "it's snowing"-it's snowing Lemma 1.76).

1.81 Definitions Continued. Let n > 0 be fixed. In IΣ\ we define a Δ^ set to
be a pair (c, d) where c is a 27* set, d is a 77* set and (Vx)(x EΣyn c = x Eπ,n
d). Observe that the formula saying that x is a Δ* set is I7 n +i in I27i. We
may define x EΛ,Π (c,d) in the obvious way; again, this formula is i7 n +i in
J27i. But observe that IΣ\ proves the following:

(Vx)(x eΔtn e = x eΣ,n c = x GTJ.Π d).

Furthermore, x €Σ,n c is ΣΉ and x eπ,n d is i7 n in J27χ.

1.82 Remark. Let us summarize what we have done in the present section. We
first introduced Robinson's arithmetic Q and proved it to be 27χ -complete. We
further introduced /Open and proved in it some high-school laws for numbers:
associativity and commutativity of addition and multiplication, distributiv-
ity, cancellation, monotonicity, etc. Furthermore, we exhibited the pairing
function in /o p en Then we showed in 727o some properties of divisibility
(and left thorough investigation of 727o to Chap. V). In IΣo(exp) we devel-
oped a coding of finite sequences and finite sets and proved some basic facts
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about finite sets and their cardinalities. Then we turned to IΣ\\ we showed
that IΣΊ-provably recursive functions are closed under primitive recursion
and then we developed arithmetization of metamathematics in this theory.
We defined terms* and formulas* and proved their basic properties. Our final
development has been a definition of partial satisfactions; for each n we have
the formulas Sats}n and Satπtn with provable Tarski's properties. This en-
ables us to introduce variables for Σ1* sets, etc. (for any fixed n). This basic
apparatus will be used throughout Chaps. I-IV.

2. Fragments of First-Order Arithmetic

Recall that in Sect. 1 we already investigated some fragments of first-order
arithmetic, notably IΣo(exp) and IΣ\. Now we are going to investigate sys-
tematically fragments obtained by postulating a number-theoretic principle
as a scheme for all formulas of a certain class. In subsection (a) we shall deal
with fragments based on induction, the least number principle and collec-
tion; in subsection (b) we shall study various other principles. Recall also
that in Sect. 1 we exhibited satisfaction for I7n-formulas (i7n-formulas) for
any fixed n. In subsection (c) we shall use this device to show that most of
our fragments are finitely axiomatizable; then we shall generalize and show
that under some assumptions we can exhibit in IΣ\ a reasonable satisfaction
for the relativized arithmetical hierarchy; namely for formulas Σn in a set
X. In subsection (d) we apply this to particular fragments; this will give us
techniques very useful in the following section. Subsection (e) is an appendix
presenting an alternative approach to fragments in the logic without function
symbols. Results of this section will be used throughout the book.

(a) Induction and Collection

2.1. Here we shall investigate the following four axioms that we met already

in Sect. 1:

(Iφ) φ(0) & (Vx)(φ(x) - φ(S(x)) - (V*M*)

(IV) (Vx)[(Vy < x)φ(y)) -> φ(x)] -+ (V«M«)

(Lφ) (3x)ψ(x) -» (Bx)(ψ(x) & (Vy < *)-v(y))

(Bψ) (V«)[(Vx < u)(3y)φ(x, y)) - (3t;)(V* < tι)(3y < v)φ(x, y)]

They are called the successor induction axiom given by y>, the order in-
duction axiom by </?, the least number axiom given by φ and the collection
axiom given by φ respectively.

Both the axioms of induction and the least number principle appear to
be sufficiently clear. Let us give a verbal formulation of collection: think of
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φ(x, y) as defining a multi-valued function Φ: ψ(x, y) says that y is a possible
value of Φ for z. Call Φ total beneath u if each x < u has at least one possible
value. Call Φ cofinal on u if for each υ there is an x < u such that all possible
Φ-values of x are bigger than v. Bψ says: if Φ is total beneath u then it is not
cofinal on u.

2.2 Some Classes of Formulas. Recall Σn and Πn formulas. If ψ(xo... xk)
is any formula then an instance of ψ is y>(tχ,..., tk) where tf, are terms, t{
free for x, in <p. ΣΌ(φ) is the smallest class of formulas that (1) contains all
atomic formulas and all instances of φ and (2) is closed under connectives
and bounded quantification. Σn(φ) formulas are defined from ΣQ(Ψ) formulas
in the same manner as Σn was defined from ΣQ; thus a Σn(φ) formula
consists of a block of n alternating quantifiers, the first being 3, followed by
a Σo(φ) formula. Σm(Σn) is the union of all Σm(φ), φ being Σn. Similarly
for Πm(Σn) etc.

A formula φ is Σn(φ) in a theory T if there is a Σn(φ) formula χ such
that T h φ = x. A formula φ is Λn{ψ) in T if it is both Σn{ψ) in T and
Πn(φ) in T.

Observe that for each φ(xo - - - Xk) there is a formula φ{u) with exactly one
free variable such that each Σ$(φ) formula is ΣQ(Φ) in T and vice versa (we
assume T D IΣo(exp) for simplicity): take φ(n) to be

< u)... (3xk < u)(u = {xo,...,xk)&ε φ(x0,... xk)) .

2.3 Theories. Recall Q. For some technical reasons (see below) introduce also
a theory Q1 defined as Q plus the axiom x < Sx (Note /Open I" x < Sx.) We
shall study the following theories:

n = QfU{Lφ\φeΣn}.

Similarly for /Γ, IT, LΓ, where Γ is ZΓn, Σo(Σn) etc.
(Caution: IΔn has not any meaning yet, see below!) Further we define

BΓ= IΣQ U\Bφ I φ € Γ)

for Γ as above, i.e. we have BΣn, BΠn etc. Note that by definition BΓ
contains IΣQ.

IΔn is Q together with the scheme
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for each pair σ 6 Σn, π G Πn (thus the axiom says: if σ and π are equivalent
then induction holds for σ - and obviously also for JT). Similarly LΔn.

In 2.4-2.5 and 2.7 we formulate the principal facts about these theories.

2.4 Theorem. For each n, the following nine theories are mutually equivalent:

IΣny IΠn, IΣ0(Σn),

LΣn, LΠn, LΣo(Σn).

2.5 Theorem. For each n,
(1) IΣn+! =• BΣn+x =* IΣn;
(2) BΣ n + i ^ BΠn& LΔn+ι =» JAι+1,
(3) For each «Σ"n-formula <p, the formula (Va: < y)φ is Σn in
(Here => means "contains" (i.e. "proves all axioms of") and <$> means "is

equivalent to".)

Remark. It is unknown whether IΔn and LΔn are equivalent; all the other
arrows will be shown to be strict in Chap. IV (the theories in question are
not equivalent).

2.6 Definition. Let φ(xo,... ,#&) be a formula. Define in IΣ\: q is a z-piece
of φ if q is a finite mapping, dom(q) = (< z)k+1, range(q) C {0,1} and

y> is piecewise coded in T D IΣ\ if T proves (V0)(B^)(g is a 2-piece of φ).
We often write "p.c." for "piecewise coded".

2.7 Theorem. For each n > 1,
(1) each I?o(Σ?n) formula </? is p.c. in IΣn;
(2) if φ is ^dn-|.i in BUπ+i then φ is p.c. in BΣn+χ.

In particular, each Σn formula is p.c. in IΣn. Note that by 2.5 (3), formulas
Δn+i in BΣn+ι are closed under bounded quantifiers.

This completes our list of facts. In the sequel we shall present a series of
lemmas that proves all the above theorems.

2.8 Lemma, (a) For each φ, Lφ = I'-iφ is provable in predicate logic (trivial).
Thus I'Σn <F> LΠn and /'J7n ^ LΣn.

(b) IΣ0 & LΣ0 <* I'ΣQ.

Proof. The second equivalence is obvious from (a); for IΣQ => LΣQ see 1.22.
We prove LΣQ —> IΣQ. Assume φ £ ΣQ and let us work in LΣQ. Assume
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φ(0), (Vx)(φ(x) -> φ(S(x))) and (3x)-*φ(x). Then there is an x such that
-*φ(x)&ε(Vy < x)φ(x). But x ψ 0 since φ(0), thus x = S(y) for some y; by
Q',y < x, thus φ{y) and therefore φ(x) - a contradiction. D

2.9 Lemma. In BΣn, Σn-formulas as well as 27n-formulas are closed under
bounded quantification.

Proof. Evident for n = 0. Assume the lemma for n and consider BΣn+\ and

a Σn+ι formula (3y)φ(x,y). Then

(•) BΣn+ι h (V* < u)(3y)ψ(X) y) = (3β)(V* < «)(3y < »M«, y)

and the formula following (3v) on the right hand side of (*) is JTn in BΣn

by the induction hypothesis. •

2.10 Lemma. BΣn+\ <& BΠn.

Proof by contraction of quantifiers, cf. 1.45. D

2.11 Lemma. I27n+i =» -B27n+i.

Proof For n = 0 see 1.44-1.45; proceed by induction on n. Assume the lemma

for n — 1, let y> E -ffn In /-Σ7n+l assume (Vx < w)(3y)y>(a;,y). Prove

by induction on v\ note that, by J3Σ"n, the formula (Vx < υ)(3y < t)</? is Πn

in our theory (call it α) and consequently the formula υ < u —> (3t)α is ΣΉ+i
in IΣn+ι so that induction can be used. D

2.12 Lemma. (1) IΣn ^ I'Σn and similarly for Πn and Γoί^n). Thus
IΣn ^ Li7n and IΠn ^ i i 7 n .

(2) J i ; n & J iJ n .

Proo/. (1) For n = 0 see above. Consider n > 0. First work in IΣn. Let
(Vx)[(Vy < x)φ(y) -> y>(x)]; then we get (Vx)(Vy < x)φ{y) by induction,
observing that (Vy < x)φ{y) is i7n in IΣn.

Conversely, work in I Σn\ note that we have JΣΌ, thus basic properties
of <, 5 are provable. Assume φ(0) and (Vx)(φ(x) —> φ(S(x)). We prove
(Vx)[(Vy < x)v?(y) -> <p(x)] by cases: If a: = 0 we have φ(x). ίί x > 0 then
x = S(z) for some 2, thus (Vy < x)y>(y) -> y(z) -• (^(5(2:)) -> φ(x). By order
induction we get (Vx)φ(x).

(2) Trivial for n = 0. Let <̂ >(x) be i l n and work in IΣn\ assume φ(0),
(Vx)(φ(x) -* </?(x + 1)) and -^φ(a). Prove the following by induction on z,
observing that the formula for which induction is used is Σn:

(Vz)(z < a —»• -vp(a — z)) .
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(cf. 1.13-1.16; in greater detail we could write (Vz)(z < a —> (Ξiί < a)(z + u =
aίz->φ(u)). But then we get ->φ(a — α), thus -»^(0), a contradiction). D

2.13 Lemma. Let n > 1. (a) Each I7n formula is piecewise coded in IΣn. (b)
Each Σo(Σn) formula is piecewise coded in IΣn.

Proof, (a) IΣn h (Wz)(3q)(q 2-piece of φ). Indeed, q is the least y such that
y is a mapping of (< z)k into {0,1} and

(Vxo < * ) , . , (Vsfc < z)(φ(x0 ...xk)->q(<x0...xk>)=-l)]

q exists by LiTn.
This proves (a).
(b) Let φ, φ £ Σn\ then JI7n proves the following: If φ,φ have a 2-piece

then φfzφ, -*φ, (3x < y)φ have a 2-piece.
This follows easily by ΣQXp(exp) - comprehension. Assertion (b) follows

from the above by induction of the complexity on the Σo(Σn) formula in
question. D

2.14 Lemma. IΣn =^ IΣ^{Σn).

Proof. Trivial for n = 0, thus let n > 0, let φ G Σo(Σn) and work in IΣn:
we show Lφ. Assume φ(a) and let q be a z-piece of φ (with respect to the
variable in question), z > a. (Use 2.13.) By IΣ\, let i be the least number
such that (q){ = 1; then obviously (q){ is the least element x such that φ(x).
We have proved LΣQ(Σn)\ the proof of IΣo(Σn) from LΣo(Σn) is the same
as the proof of 2.8 (b). D

2.15 Lemma. -BI7n+i => IΣn.

Proof. Trivial for n = 0; thus assume n > 0 and work in BΣn+\. Note that
we may assume IΣn-\ (induction on n). Let φ(x) be Σn, φ(x) = (3z)φ(x, z).
In BΣn+\ assume y>(0), (Vx)(< (̂a:) —• φ(x + 1)). Let a be given; we prove
(Va; < α)<̂ >(a;). We have the following:

(Vx < a)[(3z)φ(x, z) ^ (3tϋ)V-(x + 1, w)]

(\/x < a)(3w)(\/z)(4>(x,z) -+ φ(x + l,u>))

(3υ)(Va; < o)(3u> < v)(Vz)(ψ(x, z) -* φ(x +

Fix such a υ; we may also assume (3u> < υ)<^(0,tϋ). Then prove (Vx <
α)(3u; < υ)ψ(x,w) by induction on x using IΣn-\. D

2.16 Lemma. BΣn+i =
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Proof. Work in BΣn+\. Assume (\/x)[(3y)φ(x, y) = -*(3z)φ(x, z% where φ, φ
axe Πn; furthermore, assume (3y)y>(α, y). We have

(z, y) V φ(x, y)), hence for some w,

(V* < a)(3y < w)(φ(x,y)\/ φ(x,y))(by BΣn+i), thus

(Vx < a)((3y)φ(x, y) -+ (3y < w)φ(x, y)).

Then we have (3y < w)φ(a, y) and we may use IΣn (preceding lemma), thus
LΠn (2.11). Thus there is a least a! < a such that (3y < w)φ(a1 ,y)\ but then
a! is the least number such that (3y)φ(a!, y). This completes the proof. D

2.17 Lemma. LΔn+\ => BΣn+\.

Proof. By induction on n. Work in LΔn+i, let (Vz < α)(3y)β(x,y), θ being
ZΓn. Put φ(x) = x < α&(3v)[ί(x,v)&(Vu < v)^θ(x,u)k(Wz between
x,a)(3y < v)θ(z,y)]; thus φ(x) means that the least witness for x majorizes
the least witness for all z such that x < z < a. Observe that φ is Σn+\\
for n = 0 this is evident, and for n > 0 it follows by BΣn. But φ(x) is
equivalent to the following formula φ(x): φ{x) = x < α&(Vt;)[d(a;,v) —* (Vz
between x, α)(3y < v)θ(z, y)], thus: eαcA witness for x majorizes the witnesses
in question. Now φ(x) is IΓn +i (for analogous reasons) and therefore LAn+\
applies: let xo be the least element satisfying φ and 0(a?o>yo)

Claim. (Vx < α)(3y < yo)0(x,y). Indeed, the statement holds for x be-
tween XQ and a by definition; if there is an x < xo such that (Vy < y o ) " 1 ^ , y)
then take the largest such x possible —x is the least element such that

x < xo & ( W < χo)(χ < χr -> (3y < yo)^(^, y)),

which is 4 n + i . But then we have φ{x')hxl < x - a contradiction. D

2.18 Remark. (1) The proof of LΔn+ι => IΔn+\ is easy and left to the reader
(cf. 2.8).

(2) The reader may check that Theorem 2.4 follows from 2.8, 2.12 and
2.14; furthermore, Theorem 2.5 follows from 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 2.15, 2.16, 2.17
and 2.18 (1). In addition, Theorem 2.7 (1) is proved in 2.13. Thus it remains
to prove 2.7 (2); this is done in the following lemma.

2.19 Lemma. If n > 1 and φ is An+\ in BΣn+\ then φ is piecewise coded in
BΣn+\.

Proof. This is proved similarly to 2.13 (a): given z, the desired apiece of φ(x)
is the least q such that q is a finite mapping, dom(q) = (< z)k, range(q) C
{0,1} and (Vs0 < z)...Q4xk < z)(φ(xo...xk) -+ q((xo..-Xk)) = 1) The
condition in question is easily shown to be An+\ in BΣn+ι, thus LΔn+\
applies. This completes the proofs of our theorems. •
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(b) Further Principles and Facts About Fragments

2.20 Principles - continued. Let us introduce three new principles:
Strong collection Sφ:

(Vu)(3υ)(Vx < u)[(3y)φ(x,y) - (3y < v)φ(x,y)]

Regularity Rψ:

(Cx)(3y < u)φ(x,y) -+ (3y < u){Cx)φ(x,y)

where (Car) is (Viϋ)(3rr > w) - the quantifier "there are unboundedly many"

Pigeon hole principle PHP(φ):

(VuH(Vz < u)(3!y < u + l)φ(x, y) & (Vy < u + l)(3!z < u)φ(x, y)]

We offer the reader the following verbal reformulations: Sφ may be under-
stood as saying that the partial multivalued function on (< u) defined by φ
is not cofinal on its domain. Rφ says that if unboundedly many x's have a
value beneath u then there is a y < u which is a value of unboundedly many
x's. PHP(φ) just says that φ cannot define a one-one mapping of (< u) onto

2.21 Principles - completed. We shall introduce three more principles, all
asserting the existence of some sequences. Since we defined sequences in
IΣo(exp) we are obliged to relate these principles to theories containing
JΣΌ(exy); our choice will be IΣ\.

The first principle is called the finite axiom of choice (FAC(φ)) and claims
that if a multivalued function is total beneath u then there is a sequence s
which selects for each x < u one of the values of x (i.e. (s)x is the selected
value).

(Vx < u)(3y)φ(x,y) -> (3s)(Seq(s)&εlh(s) = u + 1

&(Vz <u)φ(x,(s)x).

The last two principles concern approximations of functions. Let us begin
with informal formulations; we shall show how to obtain the corresponding
formulas. Say that φ defines a partial function if (Vx, y, z)(φ(x, y) & φ(x, z) —*
y = z) (abbreviate this PFUN(φ))\ say that φ defines a total function if
(Vx)(3!y)v?(x, y) (abbreviate this TFUN(φ)). Write y = F(x) for φ(x, y) for
a moment. Call a finite sequence s an approximation of F if for each i such
that i + 1 < lh(s) and each x < (θ), , y = F(x) implies y < (a)t +i . The
principle of approximation for a total function says that if φ defines a total
function then this function has arbitrarily long approximations; similarly for
partial functions. Write Approxφ(s) for

Seq(s)&(Vί)(V*)(* + 1 < lh(s)kx< (s);&ψ(x,y). -+ y < (s)i+1).
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The principles are as follows:

(Pφ) PFUN(φ) -> (\/z)(3s)Approxφ(s) & lh(s) = z),

(Tφ) TFUN(φ) -> (\/z)(3s)Approxφ(s) & lh(s) = z).

Note that both (Pφ) and (Tφ) are meaningful in IΣ\ (even in IΣo(exp)] Seq
is used). This completes our list of principles; obviously, for each φ all the
above principles are true in N.

2.22 Theories. (1) Theories based on S, R and PHP are assumed to contain
IΣ0:

SΓ = IΣ0 U {Sφ \φeΓ},

RΓ = IΣQ U {iZ<? I y> e Γ} ,

PJ?P(Γ) = IΣQ U {PJΓP(^) I v € Γ}.

Here Γ stands for Σn, Πn and possibly Σo(Σn).
(2) Theories based on FAC, T, P are assumed to contain IΣχ:

FAC(Γ) = IΣi U {FAC(φ) \ φ € Γ}

Thus we may use the notion of finite sequences. Note that in Chap. V a
theory of finite sequences in IΣQ will be elaborated; having this we could
discuss also the principles FAC, T, P over IΣo. But we shall not investigate
this now. Our results are contained in the following three theorems:

2.23 Theorem. For each natural n:
(1) SΣn+ι <* SΠn

(2) PHP(Σ0(Σn))
(3) for n > 1, PHP(Σn+ι) <* BΣn+ϊ; furthermore, PΞP(Σχ) =^ BΣV

(4) ΛΓ n +i <=> RΠn <* BΠn+1 & BΣn+2

2.24 Theorem.
(1) For π > 1, BΣn+r & FAC{Σn+ι); and IΣχ & FAC(Σι).
(2) For n > 1, TΣn+x =» PΣn+λ =• Ti7n.
(3) For n > 0,127n+i ^ T Γ ^ i «• T17n, and PJCn +i ^ P/7n.

2.25 Theorem. Each iO(i7n) formula is Δn+i in I Γ n .

2.26 Remark. The structure of our fragments is visualized in Fig. 1. We shall
show in Chap. IV that all inclusions are strict and that theories incomparable
in the figure are incomparable as theories, i.e. neither includes the other.
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Fig. 1.

The subsequent series of lemmas proves our three theorems.

Overview. 2.23 (1) proved in 2.27-2.29, (2-3) in 2.30-2.33, (4) in 2.36-2.44
and uses 2.24 (1); 2.24 (1) proved in 2.35, (2-3) in 2.45-2.48 and uses 2.37;
2.25 is proved in 2.49-2.50 and uses 2.23 (1).

2.27 Lemma. IΣn+\ =Φ- SΠn.

Proof. Let φ be Πn and work in IΣn+1. Let u be given; let q be the (u +1)-
piece of (3y)φ(x,y) (cf. 2.13). We prove (3v)(Vx < a)((q)x = 1 -> (3y <
v)φ(x,y)). This is achieved easily by proving the following sentence by in-
duction on z:

(*) z < u -^ (3v)(yx < z)((q)x = 1 -> (Ξy < v)φ(x, y)) .

This is clear for z = 0. Let v satisfy (*) w.r.t. z and let z -f 1 < u; if
-»(3y)v?(z + l,y) then v satisfies (*) for u + 1; if </?(* + l,y), then (*) holds
for z + 1 and max(υ, y) instead of z, v. This completes the proof. D
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2.28 Lemma. SΠn => SΣn+\.

Proof. Contracting quantifiers (cf. 2.10). •

2.29 Lemma. SΠn =» IΣn+ι.

Proof. By induction on n. Recall that SΠn contains IΣQ. Let φ be Πn. Work
in SΠn] assume (3y)φ(0, y) and (Vx)((3y)φ(x, y) -> (3y)φ{x + \, y). Take any
u and use SΠn to get a υ such that (Vα; < u)((3y)φ(x, y) —> (3y < v)φ(x, y)).
Then use IΣn to prove (Vx < u)(3y < v)φ{x, y). D

2.30 Lemma. J T n + i & PJTP^o^n+i)) .

Proof. (=*•) follows by Lemma 2.13 (b): if φ defines a mapping of u + 1 into
u then its (u + l)-piece is a finite set function and using comprehension we
obtain the mapping in question as a finite set. But IΣ\ proves the pigeon
hole principle for finite sets, see 1.41.

Conversely, assume PHP(Σo(Σn+ι)) and let φ be a 27n+i-formula violat-
ing IΣn+\\ let a be such that

φ(0)k(Vx)(φ(x) -> φ(x + 1)&-^(α).

Define, for x < α, f(x) = x — 1 if -*φ{x) and f{x) = x otherwise. Then / is
ΣΌ(Γn+i)-definable and violates PHP(Σ0(Σn+ι)). D

2.31 Lemma. PHP(Σn+\) => BΣn+\.

Proof. We shall construct the proofs by induction on n; this allows us to
assume BΣn if n > 0. Let n be given and work in PHP(Σn+ι).

(1) First prove IΣn. This is immediate if n = 0 (since PHP(Σn+i) extends
IΣo). If n > 0 imitate the proof of 2.30 (<$=), φ being now Σn\ by Bi7n, the
function / is now 27n+i definable and PHP(Σn+\) gives the result.

(2) Now assume that Bφ is violated for a φ £ Πn\ we want to de-
duce a contradiction, which will complete the proof. Put φ'(xy y) = (3z <
y)φ(x,z)iεy = (x,z)\ then Bφ1 fails and a?i < X2 < w&<^(α;i,y2) implies
yi = y2. Thus (V« < u)(3y)φ'(x,y) but (Vv)(Ξa: < v)(Vy < υ)V(x,y) . By
JΣ n , for each a: < u there is a least y such that <p;(z,y); denote it by m(x).
Clearly, m is one-one on (< u). For a;, x; < u put x' = F(x) if m(x) < m(x;)
and -<3a;" < tι)(m(«) < m(z") < m(a;A)).

(3) We show that F is JCn+i. Indeed, since m is Σo(Σn) and we have LΣn,
m is piecewise coded; thus for each zy {(x,y) | x < uάy < zhy = m(x)}
is a finite set. (Say that the set codes m on (< u) x (< z).) Thus xr = F(x)
is equivalent to (3q)(q codes m on (< u) x (< ^)&(3y,y' < z)[q(x) =
y &<?(*') = y' &-(3x ; < u)(3y/; < z X ^ ' ) = y/; &y < y/; < y')].
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The formula "q codes m on (< «) x z" is An+\, the second conjunct is
Δ\\ thus the whole is Σn+\.

(4) F is total on (< u) and there is an XQ < u such that F maps (< u) onto
(< u) — {xo} Indeed, there is the least y such that (3a: < u)φ\x, y) (by IΣn]
the formula is Πn in IΣn). If <̂ >(a:o?2/) then y = m(xo) and y $ rαn</e(.F).
For each x1 < u different from XQ there is an x < u such that xf = F(x): to
see this assume x1 φ XQ, y = m(rr') and let ς code m on (< tί) x (< y). The
desired x is easily obtained from q using JΓΣΊ.

(5) F is one-one: trivial from the definition. Thus F maps (< it) one-
one pnto (< u) — {XQ} and F is I7n-H Changing ί1 inessentially we may
assume XQ = u, thus rα7i^e(i^) = (< tx — 1) and we have a contradiction with
PHP{Σn+1). D

2.32 Lemma. (J527n+i + PHP(Σn)) => PHP(Σn+1).

Proof. Jfθ(x, y) = (3z)φ(x, y, z) is î n-j-i and defines in BΣn+ι a 1-1-mapping
of (< a) to (< α — 1) then find a t such that the formula (3z < t)φ(x,y,z)
(which is Πn in BΣn+\) defines the same mapping. D

2.33 Lemma. For n > 1, BΣn+χ => PHP(Σn+ι)

Proof. In the theory in question, we have IΣn, which implies PHP(Πn) by
2.30, and 2.32 gives the result. D

2.34 Remark. Note that 2.23 (l)-(3) has been proved. Before we prove 2.23

(4) let us discuss FAC.

2.35 Lemma. IΣ\ + BΠm «* FAC(Πm).

Remark. If m = 0 then IΣ\ + BΠm is IΣ\\ if m > 0 it is BΣm.

Proof. (=>) In IΣ\ + BΠm assume (Var < u)(Ξy)y>(x,y), ψ 6 Πm\ thus for
some v we have (Vx < u)(3y < υ)</?(a;,y). Prove the following formula by
induction on z:

(Vz < u)(3s < 2(U+V+V2)(lh(s) = x + l&(Vt <

(cf. the remark in 1.43). Observe that the formula in question is Δ\ for
m = 0 and is Δm for m > 0; thus the corresponding induction axiom is at
our disposal.

<= is evident. •

Remark. Observe that FAC(Πm) => FAC(Σm+ι) (cf. 2.10); thus 1.24 (1) is
proved.
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2.36 Definition. Given a formula φ, the following formula (that can be denoted
MFUNS(φ)) says that φ defines a monotone function on an initial segment:

Vi= 2/2)

»y2) -* VI < 2/2)

2.37 Lemma. For each formula θ(x,y) E Πm there is a φ0 E i7 m such that

(IΣ\ + BΠm) proves the following:

(a) (V* < a)(3y)θ = (V* < α)(5y)^0.
(b) V>0 defines an increasing function on an initial segment. (Note once

more that if m = 0 then the theory in question is IΣ\ if m > 0 then it is
BΠm.)

Proof. For ra = 0, V>0 says: y is the function associating with each xo < x the

least yo such that 0(xo,yo) For m > 0 let 0(zo>yo) be (V*)λ(a:o,yo,2)
We make the following definitions. A superwitness for a: is a pair (y,θ)

where β(α:, y) (i.e. y witnesses (3y)</?(x, y) and s is a sequence of length y such
that for each z < y, (θ)^ is the smallest u such that ->λ(x, z, iί) (this sequence
witnesses for each z < y that -i0(x, 2) holds; altogether, (y, 5) witnesses that
y is the least element satisfying θ(x,y)). Write 5W(x, (y,«s)) for "y is the
superwitness for x" and observe SW(x, (y, s)) G ϋ m . Now define SSW(x, q)
(q is a super-superwitness for x) if q is a sequence of length x + 1 such that
for each z < x, (g)* is the superwitness for z. Observe that BΠm proves the
following

(1)

(2) ()
(3) x < x' & SSW(x\ t1) -> (55ίΓ(x, t) = t is the restriction of t1 to (< x));
(4) (Vrc < α)(3y)0(*, y) = (3ί)55P7(α, t).

To prove (4), observe that <= is trivial; let us prove =Φ>. Assume (Vx <
a)(3y)θ(x, y); then (Vx < α)(3iϋ)5ίΓ(x,iϋ), since (i) by i /7 m , there exists
the least y such that θ(x, y), (ii) again by LΠm, for each z < y exists the least
u such that -iλ(a;,2,tί) and by FAC(Πm), there is a sequence 5 associating
with each z < y this least u. Applying FAC(Πm) to (Vz < α)(3w)5^(2,10)
we gain directly the sequence which is the desired super-superwitness. The
lemma now follows easily. D

2.38 Definition (IΣi). If ψo(x, y) defines an increasing function F on an initial
segment then call a sequence s a code of the primitive recursive iteration of F
if (θ)o = 0 and for each x such that x + 1 < lh(s) we have (s)x+ι = F((s)x).
(In symbols: CPRIφo(s).)
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2.39 Lemma. Let ψo be Πm\ (IΣχ + BΠm) proves the following: If φo defines
an increasing function F o n a n initial segment then

(a) (V* < a)(3y)φ0 -» (3ί > a)CPRIφo(i)
(b) Let K(a) be the constant sequence of length a whose each member is

α. Then
(5* > K(a))CPRIφo(t) -* (V* < a)(3y)ψ0.

Proof, (a) Note that CPRIφQ(t) is Πm and we have LΠm(LΠι for m = 0.)
Let s be the maximal code of the primitive recursive iteration of F such
that 3 < α; let u = ίft(θ) — 1 and v = (θ)u. Clearly, t; < a and if iϋ is such
that ψo(υ,w) then let t be the concatenation of a with the element t/;, i.e.
t = θ ̂  (ιo). Then t > s, thus t > α.

(b) Assume -i(Va: < α)(3y)^o Then evidently each primitive recursive
iteration t of F is less than K(a). D

2.40 Lemma. Let V>o be Πm; (IΣι+BΠm) proves the following: if ψo defines
an increasing function on an initial segment then

Immediate from the preceding.

2.41 Lemma. For each θ(x, y) E Πm there is a ψ(t) G Πm such that (IΣ\ +
BΠm) H (

Immediate from the preceding.

2.42 Lemma. BΣm+2 =Φ> RΣm+\

Proof. Assume -»(3y < a)(Cx)θ(θ G i7 m + i ) . Using BΠm+ι show (3<)(Vy <
α)(Var > t)-»i, i.e. -ι(C«)(3y < α)ί. D

2.43 Lemma. ΛIZo => IΣ\.

Proof. Recall that by definition, jRiTΌ contains IΣQ. In iϊi7b, assume
(3z)φ(a, z) where φ G Σ$. Trivially,

(Vx < a)(3w)(Vu > w)[(3z < u)φ(x, z) = (3z< u + 1 M * , z)].

Applying RΠQ we get

^(Cu)(3x < a)[(3z <u + l)φ{x,z)k^{3z < u)φ{x,z)]

thus

(3t)(Vtι> t)(Vx < z)[(3z < u)φ(x,z) = (3z< u
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Hence
(V* < a)[(3z)φ(x,z) = (3* < t)ψ(x,z)].

Thus IΣQ gives the desired minimum. Π

2.44 Lemma. RΠm => BΠm+ι

Proof by induction on m; thus we may assume BΠm. (For m = 0 this
follows from 2.43.) Let θ(x,y,z) be Σm and consider (V2)0(s,y,£). Work
in (RΠm + BΠm)\ assume

By 2.37, let φo(x,y,z) € J7m be such that ^o defines an increasing function
on an initial segment and

(V«)(Vy < ί)(3ar)-ifl(*, y , z ) = (Vy < «)(3z)V>o(*, y, z). (•)

Then we have the following:

(V*<α)(3y)(V*)0(*,y,*)-> by (•))

(V« < o)-.(Vy)(3«)^o(ιr, y, *) -* (by 2.40)

(V*<α)-.(C*)CPΛJ^β(*,t)-* (byiϊiTm)
-.(Cί)(3x < α) CPJUψβ(x, ί) -+ (definition of C)

(3j)(Vt > g)(Vx < a)-iCPRIψo(*,<)-. (logic)

(3β)(V* < α)(V< > 3)-CPRIφo(x, t) -* (cf. 2.39)

(39)(Vx < α)(3y < «)(Vz)-^(*, y, *) -» (by (*))

(3q)(Vx<a)(3y<qXVz)θ(x,y,Z).

This completes the proof of BΠm+\. D

Remark. Note that the proof of 2.23 (4) is complete. We turn to 2.24 (2)-(3).

2.45 Lemma. I27n +i =» TΣn+χ

Proof. Let v? be £ n + l and work in Ji?n+1 + TFUN(φ), i.e. assume that φ
defines a total function F. Then φ is -4n+i in our theory. Define

G(x) = (miny > s)(Vtι < «)(-P(u) < y).

G is total, monotone and Zin+i; show by the usual technique that its primitive
recursive iteration H(0) = 0, H(x + 1) = G(H(x)) is total and ^ n + i
Moreover, Jϊ is piecewise coded; from this it is easy to conclude that for each
a;, the restriction of H to (< z) is a finite set ft; but h is an approximation
of F of length x + 1. •
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2.46 Lemma. TΣn+ι => J27n+i.

Proof. Trivial for n = 0 by our definition of TΣ\ thus assume n > 0 and
work in TΣn+\ + IΣn. First prove BΠn. Let ^ be Πn and assume (Va; <
u)(3y)ψ(x,y). Define F(x) = (miny)φ(x,y) for re < u, F(x) — 0 otherwise;
F is Δn+ι in our theory. Let 3 bean approximation of F, lh(s) > u + 1.
Then (s)u > w, thus (Vx < u)(3y < (s)u+ι)φ(x,y). BΠn follows.

To prove i"£Vι+l take φ € £Vι+i> φ(x) = (3y)χ(x,y) and assume φ(0)
and (Vx)(y?(x) —> (/?(rc + 1)). For each rr, let G(x) = y if y is a sequence of
length (x + 1) and for each i < x, (y)t is the least z such that χ(x,z). G is
a function (possibly partial) and is Δn+χ in our theory. If G is bounded, i.e.
y = G(x) implies y < w, then we get (Vrr)(3y < w)(y = G(x)) by J ^ n + i ,
which is at our disposal (thanks to BΣn+\)\ thus assume G unbounded.
Thus (Vυ)(Ξx,y)(y = G(x)k(xyy) > v). Define H(v) to be the least pair
(x, y) such that y = G(x)\ then ίΓ is Δn+ι in our theory and H is total. Let
θ be an approximation of H of length z +1; then 5 is a sequence of increasing
pairs (#,y) such that y = G(x). Thus if (x,y) = (s)z then x > z, y = G(x)
and therefore y gives witnesses for each i < x\ thus (Vi < x)(3y)χ(i,y) and
y?(x) follows. D

2.47 Lemma. T(Πn) & T(Σn+1) and P(Πn) & P(27n+i).

Proof. Assume T ( ϋ n ) ; note that we may also assume IΣn (for n = 0 by
definition, for n > 0 as the induction hypothesis on n). Let (3z)θ(x,y, z)
be X*n+i and assume that this formua defines a total function F. Define
G{x) = (y,ί) as: q is a superwitness (for n = 0: a witness) of y = i^(a:) (cf.
2.37), i.e., for some z, s, q = (^}^), we have θ(x,y,z) and s is a sequence
witnessing minimality of z. Then G{x) is i7n, total and majorizes F\ each
approximation of G is an approximation of F. Thus T(Πn) gives T(ΣV,+i).

Now assume P(i7n); then T(i7n), thus T(27n+i). Let F be Σn+χ and
partial; as above show that there is a Πn function G with the same domain
majorizing F. Each approximation of G is an approximation of F. D

2.48 Lemma. For n > 1, IΣn+ι =» PI7n => / r n .

Proof. By 2.47, P(ΣVi) <Φ P(!7 n -i) ; so assume Ti7 n + i and let φ be i7n_i and
define a partial function G. Then the trivial totalization of G (H(x) = G(x)
if defined, = 0 otherwise) is 4 n + l ί and thus has approximations of arbitrary
length; each of them is an approximation of G.

The second statement is trivial since PΣn => TΣn This completes the
proof of 2.24 (2)-(3). D

Our last task in this subsection is to prove Theorem 2.25. This is dome in

the following two lemmas.
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2.49 Lemma. For each ΣΌ(v?)-formula Φ there is a formula Φ1 of the form

(*) (Qivi <zί).. (Qkyk < zk)Ψo(χi, ,yi, - ,*u •)

where Q\,..., Qk are quantifiers, ΦQ is a boolean combination of instances of
φ and atomic formulas, the sets of variables {#!,...}, {yi,...}, {z\,...} are
pairwise disjoint and the equivalence Φ = Φ1 is provable in /Open (We call
(*) the bounded prenex normal form of Φ.)

Proof. First show that Φ is equivalent to a formula Φ\ consisting of a block
of bounded quantifiers followed by a boolean combination of instances of ψ
and atomic formulas. To this end check that analogues of the following hold
for bounded quantifiers: renaming of bound variables, de Morgan rules and
factoring out a quantifier Q from the antecedent (succedent) of an implication
whose succedent (antecedent) does not contain free occurence of the variable
bound by Q. Caution: it is important that bounded quantifiers use non-strict
inequalities; i.e. if u is not free in χ then

(Ξu < υ)(χ -> ψ) = (x -> (3tί < υ)φ) is provable in Jopen but

(Ξu < v)(χ —> φ) = (x -> (3u < v)φ) is not

(think of υ = 0; we need (Vυ)(Ξix)(i/ < υ) to be provable).
Φ\ has a clash of variables if there are variables x,y,z such that Φ\ has

the form

...(Qiz<y)...(Q2χ<z)...Φ0,

i.e. z is both the bound in one quantifier and the quantified variable in a
quantifier further out. It remains to show that Φ\ can be made clash-free.
To this end let Φ<ι be a subformula of Φ\ having a clash and such that each
proper subformula of Φ*ι is clash-free. Thus Φ<ι is

and similarly for 5 instead of V. But (*) is equivalent in /Open to

(Qy1<z) . (yyi<z)...(yi<y1->Φ0)

and similarly for 3.
Iterated use of this procedure gives the result. D

2.50 Lemma. Ί£ φ e Σn and Φ is Σo(φ) then Φ is Δn+χ in IΣn.

Proof. Trivial for n = 0; thus assume n > 0. Assume ψ has the form
guaranteed by 2.49 and apply propositional calculus to Φb; then we get an
equivalent formula Φ" of the form

(Qy<z)(Λ(<7fV7r, ))

where σ, axe Σn and 5Γ< are Πn. Write σι as (3j/)σo,(x,y).
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Using SΣnj bound all (3y)'s:

(3ςr)(Va>,... < max(z)) Λ (σ, -+ (By < $)σOl (x, y)).

Then I?'' is equivalent in JOpen to

< g)σOt V π f ) ,

the conjunction is Πn in 7i7n and the whole last formula is 27n+l in IΣn.
But this suffices since -<Φ is also Σo(Σn) and therefore Σ"n+i in IΣn. This
completes the proof of the lemma (and of 2.25). D

(c) Finite Axiomatizability; Partial Truth Definitions
for Relativized Arithmetical Formulas

The aim of the present subsection is two-fold: first, to show that for n >
0, IΣn> BΣn+ι and PΣn are finitely axiomatizable; we show this using
partial truth definitions elaborated in Sect. 1 (d). Second, we shall extend
our possibility of dealing with infinite sets inside fragments of arithmetic by
showing that, under some conditions, we may speak in IΣ\ of sets 27n-defined
from a given set (and quantify over such sets). This will give us very useful
meansof expression.

2.51 Discussion. Let us survey our sets and membership in arithmetic. First,
we defined in IΣo(exp) the memebership predicate G with respect to which
numbers behave like hereditarily finite sets; in particular, IΣo(exp) proves
comprehension for Σf^ζexp) formulas. Furthermore, given any formula φ{x)
with just one variable, we may introduce a constant (<A, say) for the set of all
numbers satisfying φ together with an ad hoc membership predicate € such
that x G A just means φ(x). Analogously for formulas with more variables
- we may introduce a constant for the relation defined by φ. In particular,
assuming that φ(x, y) defines a total function (which we denoted TFUN(φ))
we may write y = F(x) for (rr, y) G ί\ which in turn just means φ(x, y). More
generally, our φ may contain free variables distinct from those displayed; they
act as parameters. In this case we may consider the parameters to be just
codes for the corresponding classes; if φ is φ(x1 par) then x G Xpar (or even
x G par) means simply φ{x, par). A particular case of this is given by partial
truth definitions: if Sat(z,e) is a formula which is a partial satisfaction for
-Γ-formulas (e.g. i7n-formulas) then we may take /'-formulas with exactly one
free variable for codes of Γ-sets as we did in Sect. 1 (d). In this last case we
have double profit: first, we may quantify over Γ-sets and second, we have
"it's snowing"-it's snowing lemma saying, roughly, for each .Γ-formula φ(x)
that: the Γ"-set coded by φ consists exactly of all numbers x satisfying φ(x).
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2.52 Theorem. For n > 0, each of the theories IΣn, BΣn+ι, PΣn is finitely
axiomatizable.

Proof (sketch). Let n be given. We show that IΣn is finitely axiomatizable.
Observe that the assertion "Sats,n satisfies Tarski truth conditions for Σn-
formulas" is a conjunction of finitely many conditions (one for atomic for-
mulas, one for each connective, two for the bounded quantifiers and two for
unbounded ones, say). Thus it is a single formula provable in IΣ\\ let In be
the finite subtheory of IΣ\ making this formula meaningful and provable. In
In we can express the single sentence saying

(VX Σ'-sef)
1 ^ [(0 Gr,n X & (Va)(* £Σin X -+ S(x) £Σin X)) -> (V*)(* EΣ)n X)))

(each Σ' -set satisfies induction). Observe that this is in fact one particular
instance of I7n-induction (since £Σ,Π is Σn, thus (*) is provable in IΣn\ on
the other hand, each instance of Σn-induction follows from In + (*). Indeed,
take a 27n-formula σ(x,y) (y being a parameter); then φf = Substm(φ,y,y)
is a 27*-set - a formula* with one free variable. Adding possibly one new
axiom we may prove 5α< n (^,{(ά,i),(y,y)}) = Sat^(φf,{(x,x)}) = φ{x,y).
Now the class X coded by φ* is inductive by (*); this gives Iφ. D

2.53 Definition (IΣi). A set X is piecewise coded .(p.c.)> if f°Γ e a c h u there is a
sequence s of zeros and ones of length u such that (Vi < u)((s){ = 1 = i G X).

Remark. This is in fact a scheme of definitions, depending on the chosen
notion of a set and membership (cf. 2.51). Recall also Def. 2.6 (a formula is
piecewise coded in a theory T D IΣ\). Evidently, the relation is as follows:
φ(xo,..., xn) is p.c in Γ iff T proves that the set of all n-tuples (xo? > χn)
such that φ(xQ,..., xn) is p.c

2.54 Definition. (1) Let X be a new variable and let new atomic formulas be
the old ones plus t G X where t is any term. ΣQ(X) formulas result from new
atomic formulas using connectives and bounded quantifiers.

(2) Copy the definition in J27i, i.e., define Σζ(Xm) formulas in the obvious
way. Clearly, φ is a 27o(JΓ)-formula iff IΣ\ h [φ is a Γo(X )-formula].

(3) Analogously for Σn(X\ Πn(X\ I%(X ) , JT*(X#).

2.55 Main Theorem. (Satisfaction for ΣlQ(A' )-formulas.) There is a formula
Satotχ(z,c) such that IΣ\ proves the following:

If X is p.c. then Sat^x obeys Tarski truth conditions for Σ${Xm) formu-
las with Xm interpreted as X. Furthermore, under this interpretation each
£Q(-X" ) set is p.c. and hence satisfies the least number principle. Under the
assumption "X is p.c", Sato is Δχ(X) in IΣ\.
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2.56 Remark* Clearly, this is again a scheme dependent on which notion of
sets and membership is used. We can summarize the theorem by saying that
in I\ we can define satisfaction for sets ΣQ definable from a set X provided
X is p.c. Thus for a p.c. set -X", we have coding for ΣQ(X) sets; they are all
p.c. and hence satisfy the least number principle. The enigmatic formulation
saying that Sat$ is Δ\(X) under the assumption of X being p.c. means,
pedantically, the following: we have a Σ\(X) formula Sato and a Πχ(X)
formula Sat1 and IΣ\ h [X p.c. —• Satofχ = Sat^ χ\.

2.57 Corollary (Satisfaction for Σl(Xm) formulas and Π£(Xm) formulas.) For
each k > 0, there is a ^(X)-formula SatΣyk^χ(z,e) such that IΣ\ proves
the following:

If A" is p.c. then SatΣtjCiχ obeys Tarski truth conditions for ££(X#)-
formulas, Xm being interpreted as X.

Similarly for Πk(X).
(Obviously, SatΣfktχ

 1S constructed from Satotχ - or more precisely, from
the two forms of Satofχ> exactly as SatΣk was constructed from Sato.)

Caution. Nothing is claimed on Σ"JJ(-X"#)-sets being p.c!

2.58 Corollary ("It's snowing"-it's snowing lemma). If φ(xo,..., xk) is Σn(X)
then IΣ\ proves the following:

If X is p.c. then [φ(x0, . . . , zjfe) = SatΣiniχ(φ(xo(xo,...), 0].
The rest of the subsection elaborates the proof of 2.55 and contains some

additional technical devices.

2.58 Definition (IΣ\). q is a partial satisfaction for J7o(X#)-formulas* < p,
their evaluations by numbers < r and partial interpretation of X by a string
s of zeros and ones (in symbols: PSat^q^p^v^s) if q is a finite mapping
whose domain consists of all pairs (*, e) where z is Σ'Jί-X'*), z < p, e is an
evaluation for z, e C (< p) x (< v), range(q) C {0,1}, lh(s) > rp and Tarski
conditions hold for q whenever defined, i.e. we have the same conditions as
in 1.71 and, in addition, (υ) if z is t £ X* where t is a term* then g(z, e) = 1

Remark. (1) Note that general power xy is definable in IΣ\ by the usual
inductive conditions, see 1.58.

(2) Prove in IΣ\ that if t is a term*, t < p and e its evaluation* by
numbers < r then Val(ty e) < rp] this follows from the fact that under our
assumption on e, Val(t,e) < rlh(*\ which is proved easily by induction on
lh(t). Thus the condition lh(s) > rp guarantees that («s)yα/(t,e) l s defined.

2.59 Lemma. (1) PSat% is Δ\ in IΣ\.
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(2) IΣχ proves the following: If PSα*5(g,p,r,θ), P5o<5(^,j/,r ;,V) and s
coincides with s1 on the intersection of their domains then then q coincides
with q' on the intersection of their domains.

(3) Furthermore, IΣ\ proves: for each p, r, s such that s is a string of zeros
and ones and lh(s) > rp there is a q such that PSat^{q,py r, s).

Proof is fully analogous to the proof of 1.72. To get (3) prove the following
by induction on p (r and s being parameters):

2.60 Definition (Ii?i). Let X be p.c. Define SatQχ(z,e) iff there are
such that s is a piece of X, P5αto((j,p,r,s) and q(q(z, e) = 1.

Note that Satotχ(z,e) implies that z is a i7*.(-X"*)-formula and e is its
evaluation*.

2.61 Proof of the Main Theorem 2.55. We prove that the formula SatQχ(z1 e)
has the properties stated. Work in IΣ\. First observe that for z € Σ^{Xm)y e
its evaluation*, and assuming X to be p.c. (so that we have arbitrarily long
pieces of -X") Lemma 2.59 implies the following:

(*) 'ΊSatQjχ(zy e) iff there are </,p, r, s such that s

is a piece of X, PSat^q^p^ r, s) and q(-f z, e) = 1.

This shows that SatQ}χ obeys Tarski condition for negation. Looking from
outside IΣ\ observe that the definition of Sat^^x is Σ\(X) in IΣ\ and (*)
gives a Π\(X) definition of SatQiX under the assumption that X is p.c. The
proof of other Tarski conditions is similar and is left to the reader.

Work again in IΣ\ and assume X p.c. Then we may speak on ΣQ(X°)
sets, X* being interpreted as X (briefly, speak on Σζ(X) sets). It remains to
be shown that each ΣQ(X) set is p.c. But this is now trivial: if z £.ΣQ(X*)
is a formula* with exactly one free variable* and w is arbitrary, then the
lϋ-piece of z is easily obtained from any q such that P5αtQ(g,p,r,s), where
p > z, r > w and s is a satisfactorily long piece of X. This completes the
proof. •

We close this subsection with a lemma on Σ^(X) formulas which will
be useful later. Recall that having proved 2.55 we also have SatΣ n x and
SatΠtntχ (cf. 2.57).

2.62 Lemma. There is a formula WSatΣ,ι which is Δ\ in IΣ\ and such that
IΣ\ proves the following: for each X p.c, each z E Σ\(X*) with exactly one
free variable and each xr the following are equivalent:
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(i) SaiΣtιtχ(zy [x]) (where [x] is the evaluation of the free variable of z by x);
(ii) (3s piece of X) WSatΣΛ(z,z,s);
(iii) (3ιt>)(Vθ piece of X longer than w) WSatΣii(z,x,s). Furthermore IΣ\

proves WSatΣtι(z^xys)&;s C s* —* PΓ5α^ ji(^,x, θ') (monotonicity).
^jXjθ) is read: s witnesses the satisfaction of z by x.

Proof. WSatΣ%\(z,x,s) says: there are u,z\ < z such that z = (3
zi G J7Q(X ) and there is a y < s such that for some q,p,r we have:
PSatQ(q,p, r, s) and g(^i, [s,y]) = 1 (with the obvious meaning of [x,y]).

Clearly, this is equivalent to saying that there are u,z\ < z as above and
a y < s such that for all q,p,r such that P5αtJ(g,p, r,s) and 5(^1, x, y) is
defined, we have q(z\, x, y) = 1. The rest is evident. D

(d) Relativized Hierarchy in Fragments

Here we shall investigate sets p.c. in IΣn and in BΣn+\ (n > 1). In particular,
we show that BΣn+\ proves all Σ"n+1 sets to be p.c; we introduce low Z\n+1
sets in BΣn+\ (in 2.69) and prove their basic properties (2.71). The concept
of a low An+\ set plays a very prominent role in the next section in connection
with the analysis of provable forms of Kδnig's lemma. Finally we exhibit a
class of sets called ΣQXp(Σn) sets meaningful in IΣn (2.73); we show that
IΣn proves each ΣQXP(ΣΠ) class to be p.c. and An+\. This will be useful for
generalizing results on Kδnig's lemma proved in BΣn+\ to results in IΣn.

2.63 Lemma. (1) IΣn proves each I7JJ set to be p.c. (2) IΣn proves that Δ^
total functions are closed under primitive recursion. (3) BΣn+\ proves each

e* t o ^ e P c

Proof. Imitate the proof of 2.13 (a) (but now working inside IΣ\: we just
prove one theorem with a universal quantifier over all Σ1* sets): Let X be a
Σ^ set and let z be given: the 2-piece of X is the least sequence s of length
z + 1 such that (Vi < z)(i G X —> (θ), = 1). (Alternatively, you could derive
our assertion directly from 2.13 (a) using the fact that the formula SatΣ\ is
Σ\ and therefore piecewise coded in IΣ\.)

(2) Routine.
(3) Imitate the proof of 2.19 inside BΣn+χ. D

2.64 Definition (IΣΊ) (1) A set X is unbounded if (Vx)(3y > x)(y G X), i.e.
(Cx)(xeX).

(2) A set X has the order-type of the universe (o.t.u.) if for each x there is
a sequence s of length a; enumerating increasingly the first x elements s, i.e.

Seq(s)klh(s) = xk(Vi < x)((s)i e X)&(Vi < j < x)((θ),

(Vt < x)(Vy < (*), )(y eX-+ (3j < i)(y =
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2.65 Lemma. For n > 1, IΣn proves that each Δ^ unbounded set has o.t.u.

Proof. If X is Z\* unbounded then the function F(x) = (least y)(y £ X & y >
x) is Δn total; thus the function G defined by primitive recursion to be

G(0) = minX

G(χ + 1) = F(G(x))

is 2\*, total and G is the increasing enumeration of all elements of X. G
is p.c; thus for each x, the restriction of G to (< x) is a set - the desired
sequence s. D

2.66 Corollary (of 2.63). (1) In IΣn, we have satisfaction for ΣQ(Σ%) formulas
and therefore may quantify over ΣQ(Σ^) sets. IΣn proves that each Σζ(Σ%)
set is p.c.

(2) In BΣn+ι, we have satisfaction for JCQ(Z1*+ 1) and therefore may
quantify over Σζ(Δ^ι) sets. BΣn+\ proves that each ΣQ(Δ^^) set is p.c.

Remark. Compare (1) with 2.7 (1) or 2.13 (b): there we had a schema, here
a single statement. A schema analogous to our present (2) is possible but
cumbersome.

2.67 Theorem. (IΣχ + BΣmm > 1). (1) Each £Q (Z\£J set is a Δ*m set; thus
Σ^Δ^) sets coincide with Δ^ sets.

(2) Σ^{Δ%) sets coincide with Σ^ sets.

Proof. A quick way to prove this is to find (actual) formulas σ(xypar) £ Σm

and π(x,par) 6 Πm and to show in IΣχ + BΣm that if X is Σ^Δ^) then
for some par, x G X is equivalent both to σ(x,par) and to π(x,par). The
result follows by the "it's snowing"-it's snowing lemma. Thus assume X to be
Σζ(Y) where Y is Δ^ let z be the Σ l o(X / )- f o r m u l a defining X from Y and
let u £ Σ£j, v £ 17J5J, both defining Y. Observe that the formula "s is a piece
of Yn can be written both as σi(θ,i£,v), σ\ £ Σm in BΣm and 7Γi(s,u,t;),
7Γi € 17m in S r m , e.g. σ\ is

(V < lh(s))((s)i = 1 -> ίαtΓ^αtiJiD&W,- = 0 -> -i

Now

x £ X = ( a ί j Λ r , θ ) ( θ piece of y&P5αt(g,p,r,*)&$(*, [x]) = 1)

and

x φ. X = (3̂ f, p, r, 5)(θ piece of Y k PSat(q, p, r, s) & ̂ (^, [x]) = 0).

This completes the proof of (1).
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(2) is easy: by (1), a Σl (Zi^ι) set can be defined by a formula of the form
(3mu)z, where z is Δ^] in the usual manner (3*u)z may be replaced by a
27*-formula (contraction of quantifiers). D

2.68 Corollary. For n,ra > 1, BΣn+m proves that each Zl*+1(Z\*n) set
satisfies the least number principle and is p.c.

2.69 Definition ( S Γ n + i , n > 1). A set X is low 2\ + 1 if it is Z\ + 1 and each
Ϊ(() set is also ^ * + 1 .

Remark. This notion comes from recursion theory. Note that sets Δ2 defin-
able in N are exactly all sets recursive in K (the ΣΊ-complete set), i.e. sets
X such that dg(X) < 0' (dg is the Turing degree). A Δ% set X is low if
(dg((X))f = θ', i.e. the jump of the degree of X is as small as possible. A
reader not familiar with the notions involved may disregard this remark.

2.70 Remark. The definition of a low ^ * + i set is meaningful in BΣn+\
(n > 1) since this theory has satisfaction for 27*(zl*+1) formulas. Obviously,
in BΣn+ι we may quantify over low Δ^+1 sets: they are just some particular
Ά*j+1 s e t s ^et u s generalize: we may speak on low Δ^(X) sets if we know
that Δ^(X) sets are p.c.

2.71 Theorem. The following equalities are expressible and provable in
> 2):

low Δ m = low Δ'2(low Δ m) = low Δl{Δm

m_λ)

Proof. Work in BΣm. We know that low Δ^ sets are p.c. (since Δ^ sets
are); therefore each set ΣJ-defined from a low Δ^ set X is p.c, thus also
Δm

k(X) makes sense. Moreover, if X is low Δ^ and Y is Δ\(X) then Y is
Δ^ (since it is Σ\ in a n*(X) set, i.e. Σ* in a Zi^-set, i.e. Σ^ and similarly,
Y is Πm) and thus Y is p.c. We have proved Δ\{low Δ^) C Δ^. But then
low Δ\(low Δ%) C low Δ%. This completes the proof. D

In the rest of this subsection we discuss IΣn instead of BΣn+ι.

2.72 Theorem (IΣn, n > 1). Each Σζ(Σ^) set is a Δm

n+ι set.

Proof. Similar to 2.67, we find formulas σ(x,c,z) and 7r(z,c,z) Σn+\ and
Πn+\ in IΣn such that IΣn proves the following:
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If Xc is Σ -defined by c 6 27* and Yz is 27 (X#)-defined by z from Xc

then (Vx)(a: G 7 = σ(z,c,2) = τr(z,c,;z)).
By the "it's snowing"-it's snowing lemma we get that Yz is a ^ * + 1 set.

Details follow.
Now, IΣn proves

(*) xeYz = (3)(s is a piece of Xc & (3q, u, v)(PSat(q, u, s)

= (Vs)(s is a piece of Xc —• (Vq,u,v)(PSat((q,u,s)

&εq(z[x]) defined —• g(z[x]) = 1) .

Here ua is a piece of X" is Σo(SαtΣ,n)> therefore Σo(Σn) in IΣn; by 2.25, it
is Δn+\ in IΣn. Hence the formula (3s)(...) in (*) is Σn+\ in IΣn and so
(Vs)(...) is U n + i in /JCn. This completes the proof. D

2.73 Definition (cf. 2.54). (1) Let X be a new variable and add t G X (t
a term) to the atomic formulas. ΣQXP(X) formulas result from new atomic
formulas using connectives and bounded quantifiers of the form (Vx < y),
(Vx < 2*0 and similarly for 3.

(2) In IΣ\ define ΣQXP(X9) formulas copying the definition.

2 74 Theorem (cf. 2.55). There is a formula Sαt^^z, e) such that IΣχ proves
the following:

If X is p.c, then Sαt^^ obeys Tarski truth conditions for ΣQXP(X*)

formulas with Xm interpreted as X, and each ΣQXP(X) set is p.c. and thus
satisfies the least number principle. Under the assumption "X is p.c." Sαt^^
is Δι(X) in IΣ\.

Proof. We shall define PSαtQXp(q,p,r,s) (partial satisfaction) analogously to
2.58, but we must be sure that if q is defined for a formula (Vw < 2υ)φ(u,...)
and an e evaluating v by some x then q will be defined for the evaluation t1

extending e and evaluating u by any number < 2X. To achieve this make the
following definitions:

qd(z) is the quantifier depth of a formula: qd(z) = 0 for open formulas,
qd{zιkz2) = max(ffd(fli), qd(z2)), qd(^z) = qd{z\ qd({Vu < 2υ)z) = qd(z) +
1.

2* is the iterated power of 2 : 2g = z, 2 £ + 1 = 22?.

Then require in the definition of PSαi^9 that q(z, e) be defined whenever

z < u and 2™£*χ6' < υ\ the rest is the same as in 2.58, in particular, vu < lh(s)

is assumed. Given this, it is easy to prove the following:

- PSαt*** iaΔi in IΣU

- if PSαt^ (qi,Ui,Vi,Si) (i = 1,2) and si coincides with S2 where defined
then q\ coincides with q<ι where defined;
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- for each u, v and each string s such that lh(s) > vu, there is a q such that
PSatexp(q,u,v,s).

Then Sat*x£(z, e) is defined as

(3q, u, v, s) (s is a piece of X, PSatQXp(q, u, υ, s) and (7(2, e) = 1)

assuming X p.c., SatQXχ(z,e) is equivalent to (V<?,u, v,s) (5 is a piece of X

and PSatQXp(q, u, υ, s) 'and g(z, e) denned -> φ , e) = 1). D

2.75 Corollary. We may introduce Sai^1^ χ in the obvious way and for each
n prove in IΣ\ the following: if X is p.c. then Sate^p

n χ and Sate^p

n χ obey
the respective Tar ski truth condition.

Consequently, we have the corresponding "it's snowing"-it's snowing lem-
ma.

2.76 Theorem. IΣn proves that each ΣQXP(ΣΠ) set is p.c. and is Δn+\.
The proof of the fact that each ΣQXP set is p.c. is routine and uses the finite

partial satisfactions. To prove that each Σ™p(Σn) set is Z\n +i, first show that
each (actual) Σ^xp{Σn) formula is Δn+ι in IΣn (generalizing 2.49-2.50) and
then imitate the proof of 2.72.

2.77 Definition. (1) In the above exponentiation may be replaced by any total
Λ\ function H; moreover, in IΣn we may define X to be a Σζ^Σn) set if
for some total Δ\ function H and some Σn set F, -X" is Σ^{X). We have
satisfaction for ΣQ(ΣΠ) sets obeying Tarski truth conditions.

(2) We may define low ΣQXp(Σn) sets (or low Σξ(Σn) sets) in IΣn: a set
X is low Σ^(Σn) if it is Σξ(Σn) and each Σχ(X) set is Σ^(Σn). This is
useful for generalizations of the low basis theorem in the next section.

(3) From here on out we shall write LLn instead of low ΣQ(ΣH) (n-very
low sets).

2.78 Lemma. For n > 1, IΣn proves IΣι(LLn) and BΣι(LLn), i.e. induction
and collection for Σι(LLn) sets.

Proof. This follows from the obvious modification of 2.76 (for ΣQ(ΣΠ) sets
rather than ΣQXp(Σn) sets) and the fact that each Σι(LLn) set is a Σ%(Σn)
set: we get induction. Collection follows from induction in the usual way. D

Caution. In saying "X is Σι(LLn)" we mean that for some LLn set y, X is
Σh(Y).

2.79 Theorem. For n > 1, IΣn proves A\{LLn) = LLn, i.e. if Z is LLn and
Y € Δi(Z) then Y is LLn.
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Proof. Let Y,Z be as above and let X e Σ\(Y). Then, for appropriate
ΣΊ(Z)-formulas# φ> ψ, we have

Y = {y I (3s piece of Z)WSaiΣΛ(φ,y,s)},

-Y = {y\ (3s piece of Z)WSatΣλ(ψ,y,s)} .

(For WSat see 2.62.) Using BΣι(LLn) we get a common bound:

(Vy < α)(3θ piece of Z)(WSaiΣl(φ,y,s) V W t f α ^ i ^ y ^ ) ) .

Thus, for some Λ\ formula £,

t is a piece of Y = (3s piece of Z)δ(t, s).

Now X e Σ\(Y)\ i.e. for some p G

X ={z I (3* piece of Y) WSat(p, x, t)}=

={* I (35 piece of Z)(3t)(δ(t,s)k WSatΣ1(p,x,t))} .

This shows that X 6 27i(Z). Thus Σχ(Y) C JJ7i(Z) C JDJ(27n) and conse-
quently y G LLn We have shown Z\χ(Zin) C LLn. Π

2.80 CoroUary. (IΣn). UZ e LLn then 4i(Z\χ(Z)) = Δχ(Z).

(e) Axiomatic Systems of Arithmetic
with No Function Symbols

There are various situations in which it is useful to work with fragments of
arithmetic formalized in a language having no function symbols. We shall
encounter such situations repeatedly in this book. In the present subsection
we prepare the necessary formalism.

2.81 Definition. Lf is the language with a constant 0 (zero), binary predi-
cates =, <, 5 (equality, less-than, successor), ternary predicates A, M (ad-
dition, multiplication). Bounded quantifiers are denned in the obvious way;
formulas of V with all quantifiers bounded are called bounded9 formulas or
ΣQ-formulas. Σ'n and Π'n formulas result from i^-formulas in the obvious
way.

2.82 Remark. We describe a rather weak axiom system called BA1. The main
idea is that 5, A, M may describe partial functions and that there may be
a largest element (top). The functions defined by 5, A, M have to satisfy
the usual inductive conditions whenever the values in question are defined.
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Since we do not want to spend much time polishing the axiom system we
shall make no optimization (minimalization) of the number of axioms.

2.83 Definition. BA1 is the theory in If having the following axioms:

(1) Axioms saying that < is a discrete linear order with the least element 0.

(2) S(x, y) iff y is the upper neighbour of x w.r.t. <.

Further axioms say that A and M define binary operations, possibly partial.

(3) Induction properties of A and M:

5(y,V)&5(2 )z') -+ (A(x,y,z) = A{x,y\z'))
M(X,0,Z)Ξ=Z = 0

S(y, y') & A(z, x, z'). -+ ψ(x, y, z) = M(x, v',z')
(4) Commutativity and associativity of A and M, distributivety, monotonic-

ity of addition, monotonicity of multiplication by a positive number, the
relation of < to addition: i < y = (3iί < y)A(x, u,y).

Caution: equalities are understood to be saying "if one side is defined then
the second is too and both sides are equal", e.g.

(3u)(A(x, y, u) & A(u,z, w)) = (3υ)(Λ(y, z, v) k A(x, υ, w))

(associativity); monotonicity for A reads

(A(x9z,u)iεA(y,z,υ)) -> (x < y = u < v).

(5) Schema of induction for ΣQ-formulas:

(φ(0)k0/x,y)(φ(x)kS(x,y) -» ^(y))) - (Vx)φ(x)

2.84 Remark. (1) The reader may try to get rid of (parts of) (4) by proving
some of these axioms from the remaining ones in analogy to the corresponding
proofs in IOpen

(2) Show that BA1 proves the least number principle in the usual way.
(3) Prove the following in BA':

< y) -> (3z0 < z)A(x,yo,zo)

A(x,y,z) -> (x < zhy < z)

(M(x,y,z)kyo <!/)-> (3^0 < z)M(x,yo,zo)

(M(x,y,z)kz ^Q)-+(x< zky < z)

(or just accept these formulas as further axioms).
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2.85 Definition, (a) IΣ'O results from BA' by adding the axiom "5, A, M
define total functions" ((Vx)(3y)5(x, y) etc.). It follows that there is no top
element ((Vx)(Ξy)(α; < y)). IΣ'n results from IΣ'O by allowing any Σ^-formula
φ in the induction schema; similarly IΠ'n.

(b) TA1 is arithmetic with a top - the extension of BA1 by the axiom
"there is a top element" ((3z)(Vy)(y < x)).

2.86 Lemma. TA' proves induction for each Z/-formula.

Proof. This is evident: each quantifier can be bounded by the top. D

2.87 Remark. Clearly, in IΣQ we may define 5, A, M in the obvious way
(S(x,y) = y = S(x), A(x,y,z) = z = x -f y, etc.); then we obviously get
IΣQ h IΣQ and similarly IΣn h IΣ'n. On the other hand, in IΣ'Q we have
axioms stating that 5, A, M define total functions, thus we may introduce
the operations S, +, *. To prove IΣQ h IΣQ, etc., we need the following.

2.88 Lemma. For each bounded formula φ(x) there is a bounded' formula
<£>'(x, y) (with one new free variable) and a constant k such that IΣQ (enriched
by the function symbols 5, +, *) proves

Proof. The only problem is with atomic formulas and this leads us to terms.
For each term t and new variables y, z let z =y t be defined as the following
example shows:

z =2, (xι + x2) * X3 is

< y)(3w2 < y)(A(x1,X2,w1&M(w1,x3,w2)kw2 = z);

then z =y t is bounded' and if k is the term t understood to be a natural
number then _

IΣQ hy> (maxx)* -+ (z = t = z =y t).

(Observe that if t consists of n symbols then k > n; and if x is the tuple of
variables in t then IΣf h t < (maxx)n.)

Let î = t2 be atomic and let k be this formula interpreted as a number.
Then

Ό h (maxx)* <y-+(t1=t2= (3z < y)(z =yhkz =y t2))

and similarly for t\ < t2. This shows the constructions of φ1 for φ atomic.
The induction step is easy. D
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2.89 Theorem. For each n, IΣ'n h IΣn.

Proof. By the preceding, for any I^-formula φ and the corresponding φ\ we
have

h φ(x) = (Vί/)( /\ xki < y -» V ( x ) = ^'(x, y))

In IΣQ, assume φ(x,...); we find a least x such that φ(x,...); this will show
LΣo and thus IΣQ. Let g,... be given and take a y such that (g* < y &...);
then we get ^>'(g,..., y). By JLX"Q (provable in /Σ"Q) we get a least x such that
φ'(x,..., y); by the above equivalence, this is the least x such that φ(x,...).

For IΣf

n (n > 0) reason similarly; by the above equivalence (and by
contraction of quantifiers), each I7n-formula is Σ1

n in IΣ'n. D

2.90 Corollary. Since all of the reasoning above is formalizable in IΣ\ we get

IΣχ h Con (IΣ ) = Con (IΣ'n

%)

for each n.

3. Fragments and Recursion Theory

Introduction. In this section we shall first prove in IΣ\ two advanced theo-
rems concerning the arithmetical hierarchy: the limit theorem for A<ι functions
(subsection (a)) and the low basis theorem, which is an effective version of
Kδnig's lemma (subsection (b)). The classical Kδnig's lemma says that an
infinite (countable) finitely branching tree has an infinite branch; in arith-
metic, we have to assume something about the arithmetical complexity of
the tree and the conclusion is the existence of an infinite branch of a certain
complexity. (See below for details.) Both the limit theorem and the low basis
theorem are heavily used in Chap. 2. In subsection (c) we elucidate the status
of the theorem saying that each infinite Σ\ set contains an infinite Λ\ subset.
Finally, in subsection (d) we formulate Matiyasevic's theorem in IΣ\.

(a) Limit Theorem

3.1 Definition {IΣ\). Let F be a total function; c is the limit of F (notation:
c = lim*F(θ)) if (3t)(\fe > t)(F(s) = c). Similarly for G{x) = lims.F(:r,s),
etc.
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3.2 Uniform Limit Theorem for Functions. IΣ\ proves the following: there is
a total A\ function F of three arguments such that for each total Δ2 function
G of one argument we have

(V*)(G(z) = lim(F(e, * ,* ) ) ,

where e is a code of G (i.e. a code of the A*ι relation y = G(x)).

3.3 Corollary (IΣi). (1) For each Δ2 total function G of one argument there is
a Λ\ total function F of two arguments such that (Vx)(G(x) = limβ -F(z, s)).

(2) In particular, for each A*ι set X there is a total binary Δ\ function F
such that for each x,

xEX = l i m i t s ) = 1 andx £ X = limF(x,s) = 0.
a

3.4 Proof - Part 1. We first deal with Δ2 sets. We proceed in IΣ\. Let X be
Δ2 and let

x E X = (3iί)(Vυ)</?(a;,u,υ,e)

where φ(x, u,v,e) = 5Wo(eo, [z,u,υ]), ψ(x,u,v,e) = 5αto(ei,[z,ix,υ]) and
e = (eo,ei); e naturally codes J*Γ and φ,ψ are ^ 1 . Define (omitting the
argument e throughout)

F(x, s) = 1 = (Ξti < θ)[(Vυ < 5)v?(x, u, v) & (Vι/ < u)(3υ < s)ψ(x, u1, v)],

-F(x,s) = 0 otherwise.

Clearly, F is ^ 1 and total.
We prove

(1) x EX -> l imi t s , *) = 1

(2) x ^ X

Assume x € X and let UQ be any number such that (Wv)φ(x,UQ, v); by
BΣ\, there is an so > UQ such that ( W < uo)(3u < 60)^(^,^0,1;). Then for
each s > so we have F(x, s) = 1.

Now let x £ X, thus (3u)(>iv)^φ(x,u,v) and (Vii)(3υ)-iy?(z,iί,v). Let «o
be such that (Vυ)->V)(̂ J 0̂» v) and let SQ > ti'o be such that (Vw < wo)(3υ <
so)^φ(XyU^v). Now let iί be arbitrary; we show that for each s > so, u does
not witness the formula defining F(x, s) to be equal to 1. If u < UQ then we get
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(3v < s)-«p(x,u,v); and if UQ < u then we get (3uf < u)(Vι> < u)-*φ{x, u', v)
(namely υ! = UQ). Thus (1) & (2) have been proved. D

Proof - Part 2. Now let K be a unary total Δ2 function; by 3.4 there is a
total Δι function G such that

y = K(x)=limG(x,y,s) = l (3)

y φ K(x) = lim G(x, y, s) = 0. (4)

Let V(s,y,x) = min{r < s \ r > yk(Vt)(r <t<s~* G(x,y,t) = 1}.

V(s, y, x) = s + 1 if the above is undefined.

Note that the interval (V(s,y,x),s) is the longest interval ending with s on
which G(x,y, —) is constantly equal to 1.

Put F(x,s) = y if

' <s)(V(s,y',x)>V(s,y,x)and

Thus F(x,s) = y means that y is the smallest possible number among
y' < s having the maximal possible interval (. ..,θ) (subinterval of (y',«s))
on which G(x,yy—) constantly equals to 1. We claim K{x) = lims.F(£,s).
Let K(x) = yo &&& let so ^ yo be such that s > so implies G(x,yo,s) = 1.
Furthermore, using .BΣΊ assume si > so to be large enough to satisfy

' < so)(y' = y-+(3s< Sl)(s >sokG(x,y,s) = 0)).

Then for s > s\ we have F(x, s) = yo*. V(s, yo, x) < so but for all other y1 < s
we have V(s,y/,x) > SQ by (*) and for y1 > SQ since y(s,y',x) > y'. This
completes the proof. D

3.6 Remark. The proofs 3.4-3.5 are due to Svejdar; observe that they prove
the limit theorem as a schema in BΣ\ {IΣ\ is not necessary).

(b) Low Basis Theorem

3.7 Definition (IΣi). A tree is a set T of finite sequences containing with each
sequence all its initial segments:

Γree(T) = (Vs E T)(Se9(s))&(Vs,*)(5e$(s)&s C * & * e T - > s G T ) .

T is finitely branching if for each s E T the set of all upper neighbours t
of s (i.e. s C t E T and ίfe(t) = Zft(s) + 1) is bounded. T is A\-estimated if
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there is a Δ\ function -F such that (Vz)(Vs G T)(lh(s) = x -> s < F(x)).
(Evidently, a Δ\-estimated tree is finitely branching.) A subtree B C T is a
branch of T if B is linearly ordered by the relation "being an initial segment
of" (i.e. by inclusion).

3.8 Low Basis Theorem (IΣ\). Each unbounded Δ\ tree which is Δ\ esti-
mated has a low ΣQ(Σ\) unbounded branch.

3.9 Remark. (1) The theorem will be proved in this subsection; for the notion
of low Σξ(Σι) sets (or LL\ sets) see 2.77-78. In particular, recall that IΣ\
proves induction and the least number principle for Σ Q ( Σ Ί ) sets, so that the
notion of LL\ sets makes sense.

(2) Recall 2.65: if T is Δ\ and unbounded then it is o.t.u. (of the order
type of the universe). Moreover, if Z is an LL\ unbounded branch through a
Δ\ tree then Z is also o.t.u. - cf. 2.78: we have IΣχ(Z) and may relativize
2.65.

(3) Thus if T G Δ\ is a ^-estimated unbounded tree and B is an LL\
unbounded branch through T then B determines a total function

Z(x) = y ΞΞ (3s < F(x + l))(s G Bk(s)x = y)

(where F is an estimator for T). Clearly, Z is Δ\(B) and hence LL\ by 2.79.
Call Z a branch function. Conversely, an LL\ branch function determines an
LL\ branch.

3.10 Corollary. Let k > 1. (1) IΣk proves that each T G LLk which is an
unbounded LLk-estimated tree has an LLk unbounded branch. (In particular,

.each Zlfc? <dfc-estimated unbounded tree has an LL^ unbounded branch.)
(2) /Σjfe-|-i proves that each T G LLk which is an unbounded finitely

branching tree has an £Lfc+1 unbounded branch.
(3) BΣΊ proves that each Γ G Δ\ which is an unbounded Z\χ-estimated

tree has a low Δ2 unbounded branch.
(4) BΣfc+i proves that each T G low Δ^+i which is an unbounded

low Δfc+i-estimated tree has a low Δ^+i unbounded branch.
(5) BΣk+2 proves that each T G low Δk+\ which is an unbounded finitely

branching tree has a low Z\j.+2 unbounded branch.

3.11 Remark. (1) follows by relativization since IΣk proves IΣι(LLk) and,
furthermore, IΣk proves lowΣ^(Σι(LLk)) C LLk. (Easy; first prove
Σζ(Σ1(LLk)) C Σξ(Σk).)

(2) follows from (1) for fc-f 1: observe in IΣk+\ that a LLk finitely branch-
ing tree is Π\ (T)-estimated, thus ^-f l -estimated and Xifc+1 -estimated.

(3) follows from 3.8: In BΣ2 we know that each LL\ set is low 2I2. Having
(3) we get (4) and (5) analogously to (1) and (2).
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3.12 Lemma (IΣi). Let T be a Δι, unbounded, A\-estimated tree; then there
is an s € T of length 1 such that Ts = {t D s \ t £ T} is unbounded.

Proof. First observe that a A\ -estimated A\ tree is unbounded iff for each
x, there is a t G T of length x (thus being unbounded is Π\ for such a tree).
Without loss of generality we may assume that the elements of T of length 1
are (0), (1),... (α — 1); assume that all Tm, i < a, are bounded, i.e.

(Vi < a)(3h)(Vs < F(h))(lh(s) = h^s<£ T{i})

(where F is a A\ estimator of the tree). By BΣ\,

(Ξft)(Vi < α)(Vs < F(h))(lh(s) = h->st T{i}),

thus T has no elements of length h and therefore is unbounded. D

3.13 Remark. We are now going to prove the low basis theorem. Recall the A\
formula WSat such that IΣ\ proves, for each X p.c, each Σ*(X*) formula
z with just one variable, and each number x,

SatΣχχ(z, [x]) = (3s piece of X) WSaiΣ>ι(z, x, s)

WSat(z, x, s) reads "s witnesses the satisfaction of z by x" (see 2.62 for more
details; we shall omit the superscripts 27,1). If X is & function (i.e. a particular
binary relation) such that for each u, the restriction X \ u exists as a finite
sequence (which implies that X is p.c.) it is convenient to change slightly the
notion of witnessing by replacing "piece of" with "restriction of"; thus for
the new A\ predicate (which we still call WSat) we have in IΣ\\

If X is a function as above, z £ Σ*(X*) (one free variable) and x is
arbitrary, then the following are equivalent:

x(z, [x]),

(3x)(3s = X \ x) WSat(z, x, s),

(3x)(Vy > x)(Vs = X \ y) WSat(z, a, s).

In this subsection we shall use this modification of WSat.

3.14. We start the proof of 3.8. We work in I27i; the proof is an inspection
of a usual recursion-theoretic proof. Let T be a A\ unbounded tree, let F
be a A\ estimator for T. For technical reasons assume that F also estimates
the full dyadic tree, i.e. for each sequence s of zeros and ones of length e,
we have s < F(e). The construction proceeds in steps. In step e, we define
two strings se and ce of length e; se will be a piece of the desired branch Z,
and ce information about a truncation of T enforced by previous steps. We
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use a A\ enumeration (y?e,αe) of all pairs consisting of a I?*(X#)-formula
with one free variable and of a number. In step e we decide whether φe will
be satisfied by ae and Z, or not. For each e, let (e) be the finite set of all
sequences less than F(e) (s G (e) = Seq(s)ks < F(e)). Clearly, Σξ(Σχ) sets
are closed under the quantification of the form (3s G (e)), (Vs G string(e)).
Two sequences s,£ are called compatible if s C t or t C s.

For s,c G (e) let T(e,s,c) = {ί 6 T | (ί compatible with s)&(Vi <
e)((c)2 = 1 —y ->WSat(φi,a,i,t))}. Obviously, T(e,s,c) is Z\χ, and so is
T'(e,s,c) where T'(e,s,c) = {i \ t G T(e,s,c)&-« WSai(φe,ae,t)}. Finally,
let cond(e,c^s\c/) be the following condition (saying how to extend (s,c) to

( ) )
(5, c G (e)) & (5', c7 G (e + 1)) & (θ C 3' & c C c') & ( Case 1 V CW 2), where

Case 1. T'(e,s,c) is unbounded, d = c ^ (1) (concatenation), and θ; =
3 ^ (i), where i < F(e + 1) is minimal such that T7(e,s,c) is unbounded
over s ^ (i) (and s* = 0, say, if such an i does not exist);

Case 2. T'(e,s,c) is bounded, c1 = c ^ (0) and s ; = s ^ («) where
i < F(e + 1 ) is minimal such that T(e, 5, c) is unbounded over s ^ (ί), 5' = 0
if such an i does not exist. (When we say that a tree T" is unbounded over
to, we mean that {t £T" \ t D to} is unbounded).

Observe that cond is Σζ(Σι) (since, as we know, "T is unbounded" is Π\,
see above).

3.15 Fact. (1) If T(e,s,c) is unbounded then (Ξs/,c/)conίi(e,s,c,5/,c/).
(2) If T(e, θ, c) is unbounded and cond(e, sy c, θ', c'), then T(e + 1,3', c;) is

unbounded (and contains $').

3.16. Define

Path(e,s,c) = s,ce ( e ) & ( V i < e)cond(i,3 \ i,c \ i,s \ ( i + 1 ) , c f ( i + 1 ) )

(where s f i is the initial segment of s of length i, etc.). Observe that Pat A is

3.17 Fact. If T is as above, then

(Ve)[(Ξ!s, c)Path(e, s, c) & (Vθ, c)(Path(e, s, c) -> T(e, s, c) is unbounded)].

(This can be proved by induction, since [...] is 2?Q(£Ί). The induction step
follows by 3.15.)

3.18. Define Z(x) = y = (3s,ce ( s + l ) ) ( P β Λ ( * + l,«,c)&(*) x = y). Clearly,
Z is a ΣQ(ΣI) total function; it is a branch through T.

3.19 Lemma. SatΣjι,z(^e?[αe]) iff for the unique s,c satisfying PαtA(e, 5, c)
we have Case 2, i.e. T'(e,s,c) is bounded.
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Proof. Note that, by 2.22, SatΣt\tz{ψe^e) is equivalent to the existence of
a piece t of Z such that WSat(φe,ae,t). Assume Case 2, i.e. T'(e, s,c) is
bounded, and let ί b e a piece of Z longer than a bound for T'(e,s,c). Then
t e T(e,s,c) and WSat(φe,ae,t); thus SatΣt\tz{φe^e)- Now assume Case 1.
Then we can prove for each i > e

by induction on i (since the formula in question is Σξ(Σι)). Thus there is no
piece t of Z such that WSai(φe,ae,i). O

3.20. Consequently, Z is low J£Q(27I); we have

SatΣtitz(φe,ae) = (3θ,c € (e + 1) I (Pαft(e,3,c)&(c)e = 0),

or, in still more detail, given y>,α, let e = e(y>,α) iff (<p,α) = (<£>e>αe)ί then

= (3β, c € (e(vp, α) + l))PβΛ(e(V> α), s, c) & (c) β ( V | β ) = 0).

This completes the proof of the Low basis theorem.

3.21 Remark. An inspection of the proof gives the following in IΣ\: if T is
a dyadic unbounded Δ\ tree (i.e. elements of T are sequences or zeros and
ones) then T has a low ΣQXJ>(Σ\) unbounded tree.

(c) Infinite A\ Subsets

In this subsection we pay attention to the fact that in BΣm (m > 2) we have
two notions of infinity for Σm sets: being unbounded and being o.t.u. (cf.
again 2.64-65). We show that IΣm proves that a Σm set is unbounded iff it
is o.t.u. (m > 1); and obviously, IΣ\ proves that if a Σm set is o.t.u. then it
is unbounded. But in general, BΣm does not prove that each unbounded Σm

set is o.t.u., thus our notions differ, even for Σm sets (m > 2) The well-known
recursion-theoretic fact that an infinite Σm set has an infinite Δm subset has
two formalizations in BΣm - for our two notions of finiteness. We shall show
that both formalizations are provable. (For m = 1 we have to add something
to make quantification over Σ\ sets possible - let us just add IΣ\).

3.22 Theorem, (a) IΣ\ proves that each unbounded Σ\ set has an unbounded
Δ\ subset.

(b) For n > 1, IΣn proves that each unbounded Σn+\ set has an un-
bounded Δn+ι subset.
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Proof. For n > 0 work in i*^ l

max(i>π) and let x E X = (3y)φ(x,y) where φ
is Πn (for n = 0, φ is Zii). For each u, let F{u) be the v > u such that
(3y)φ(v,y) with the smallest possible witness, i.e.

F(u) = v = (3w)(φ(wo), (w)ι) & (iϋ)o = v >

)i) & (u/)o > tι).

Then .F is a total Σn+\ function (due to LΠn or LΔ\), hence a Δn+\
function, and for Y = range(F) we have v E F = -F(v) = υ (<= is trivial;
conversely, if F(u) = v then F(υ) = υ by the definition of F) and F is clearly
unbounded. Thus Y is a ^ n + l unbounded subset of X. D

3.23 Theorem. For n > 1, /Σ"n proves that each unbounded 27n set is o.t.u.

Proof. For Z\n sets see 2.65. Let X be Σ"n unbounded; recall that X is p.c. By
3.22 and 2.65, let Y C X be Δn and o.t.u. and let s be the sequence of the
first x elements of Y. Let a be the maximal element of s and let q be the piece
of X up to α + 1. Working with g as a finite set and using IΣχ let t be the
increasing enumeration of numbers i such that q(i) = 1, i.e. i E X &εi < α.
Clearly, each element of the sequence s occurs in £, thus lh(t) > x. Thus A"
is o.t.u. D

3.24 Theorem. For n > 1, /Σ*i U BΣn proves that each Σn set which is o.t.u.
contains a Δn o.t.u. subset.

Proof (a modification of a proof of J. Paris).
Let x E A = (3y)θ(x,y) where θ is i7n_i (for n = 0: θ is Z\χ). Let

(w, v) E Λ = 0(ti, v) & (Vu; < υ)- ί(ti, w),

thus iϊ is Z\n (selector for θ). Consider R as a set of ordered pairs and let
F(a) = 6 if b is the increasing enumeration of the first a elements of R. F is
Δn\ we show that it is total.

If a is given and c is the sequence coding the first a elements of A then, by
JB/Zn-l, there is a d such that (Vi < α)(3y < d)0((c)z , y). Thus if e enumerates
all elements of R less than (max(c),d) then e must have at least a members.
Thus F is total.

Let x E B ΞΞ (Ξt < x)(3t; < F(2t + l))0(z,υ). Then B is Ai and S C A.
Let α be given; F(2a + 1) is a sequence enumerating the (2α + l) first elements
(iί, υ) of Λ. For at most (a + 1) of them we have u < (α + 1) (since R is a
function); i.e. for at least α of them we have u > a and v < F(2a + 1) and
hence (u,υ) E #. Thus if s enumerates increasingly all elements of B less
than F(2a + 1) then lh(s) > a. D
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(d) Matiyasevic's Theorem in IΣ\

Recall Matiyasevic(-Robinson-Davis-Putnam)'s theorem 0.48: it says that Σ\
subsets (or subrelations) of N coincide with 3 subsets (subrelations), i.e. with
subsets defined by purely existential formulas. (Each 3 formula is trivially a
Σ\ formula; thus one inclusion is trivial.) In this short subsection we carefully
formulate Matiyasevic's theorem in IΣ\. Needless to say, the fact that this
important theorem is provable in IΣ\ (and even in a weaker theory, see below)
is very interesting. But since we shall use this fact only once (in Chap. ΓV)
and since even a proof of the non-formalized Matiyasevic's theorem is rather
lengthy but its formalization in IΣ\ is more or less immediate, we shall only
comment on the proof and shall refer to the literature.

3.25 Theorem. For each Σ\ formula φ{x\^.. , xn) there is a 3 formula
ψ(x\,..., xn) with the same free variables such that IΣ\ h φ = ψ.

Remark on the proof. Clearly, the theorem is proved by induction on the
complexity of φ\ the case of open formulas is obvious and so is the inductive
step for 3, &, V. (For Σo formulas φ one has to prove that both φ and -*φ are
equivalent to some 3 formulas.) The only non-trivial, but extremely peculiar,
case is that of a bounded universal quantifier - this is the heart of the proof
of Matiyasevic's theorem. But realizing this, one can just read an accessible
proof (for example [Davis 73], to which we referred also for the proof of 0.84)
and check that everything formalizes.

Alternatively, one can consult [Dimitracopoulos 80] where a proof of
Matiyasevic's theorem is elaborated even in IΣo(exp). Detailed instructions
for the formalization are also contained in [Gaifman-Dimitracopoulos 82].

Since we have the satisfaction SatΣi\ which is itself a Σ\ formula, we get
the following

3.27 Corollary (IΣ\). Each Σ1* set is an 3* set, i.e. for each Σ* formula z
there is an 3* formula w (both with just one free variable) such that z and
w are equivalent:

(Let p(z,x) be an 3 formula such that IΣ\ h Satjjti(z,x) = p(z, x); in
given 2, let w be Substm('p,'z, i), i.e. substitute the numeral* i for the variable*
~z in the formula* "p.)
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4. Elements of Logic in Fragments

We have already developed some elements of logic in IΣ\: in Sect. l(d) we
introduced formulas of arithmetic, Σy formulas, etc., and given fc, we defined
in IΣ\ satisfaction of JCjJ formulas in the universe of all numbers. Moreover,
in Sect. 2 we investigated partial satisfaction for the relativized hierarchy;
satisfaction also concerned the universe of all numbers. We shall now extend
this in several respects: first, we allow an arbitrary language, not just the
language of arithmetic. Second, we shall discuss, inside JΣΊ, the notion of
provability; among other things, we shall be interested in the fact that in
IΣ\ we have Herbrand's theorem. Third, we shall formalize in IΣ\ some
facts from general model theory; among other things we prove a version
of Gόdel's completeness theorem (called the Low arithmetized completeness
theorem). Finally we apply these techniques and facts to the language of
arithmetic; among other things we show that for each fc, JΓΣfc+l proves
the consistency of JΣ'fc. A natural continuation is then to formalize, inside
IΣ\, some facts on non-standard models of arithmetic; but this presupposes
that a (informal) model theory of fragments has been elaborated. Thus we
shall continueour present investigation of logic inside fragments dealing with
models of fragments constructed in fragments in Chap. IV.

In subsections (a), (b) we show how to prove some facts stated in Sect. 0
(0.3-0.21). Note that some model-theoretical proofs do not formalize (or at
least their formalization is not known) so that we shall have to use alternative,
more elementary proofs.

Note also that a reader hurrying to study Gδdel's incompleteness theorems
and related topics presented in Chap. Ill should read subsection (a) of the
present section; then he may switch to Chap. III.

(a) Arithmetizing Provability

4.1. We shall work in IΣ\ but everything relativizes to IΣ\{Γ) where Γ is as
in Sect. 3. Recall that in IΣΊ, total A\ functions are closed under primitive
recursion (cf. 1.54). Recall also the theorem on the free algebra of expressions.
We now apply this theorem for the chosen construction of terms and formulas
of arbitrary Δ\ language.

4.2 Definition. (IΣ\). A A\ language L consists of mutually disjoint Λ\ sets
Pred*, Fct*, Const* of predicates, functions and constants respectively and
a Σ\ function ar* associating with each predicate and function symbol its
arity (positive number). We further assume that Pred*, Fct* and Const* are
disjoint from an infinite Λ\ set of variables* and from logical connectives*
and quantifiers*.
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The reader can supply without difficulties definitions of the A\ set Term*
of terms and the A\ set Form* of formulas in complete analogy to 1.61 and
can prove in IΣ\ the properties of formulas and terms analogous to those in
1.61.

Furthermore, we define the A\ set LogAx* of logical axioms and two A\
relations-rules of inference, copying the definition in 0.10.

4.3 Definition (LEi). A theory is given by a A\ language L and a set T (not
necessarily A\) of formulas of L called special axioms, including equality
axioms* (defined in the obvious way, cf. 0.11). We call T a theory if L is clear
from the context. A finite sequence s of L-formulas is a T-proof* if for each
i < lh(s)y (s)i is a logical or special axiom* or follows from some previous
members of s by a rule of inference. Note that if T is p.c. then the set Proofj.
of all T-proofs is in A L ( T ) ; in particular, if T is A\ then Proof *τ is Δ\. We
write Proof γ(s, x) if s is a T-proof* and its last member is x. Prj,(x) (or
T h* x) means that x is T-provable, i.e. (3s)Proofγ(s, x).

4.4 Lemma {IΣ\ -compactness). If T h* x then there is a finite subset t C Γ
such that t h* x.

Proof, (We do not assume T € A\.) Let Proof ΐp(s,x) and let t be the set
of elements (s), of the sequence s such that (s), is not a logical axiom and
does not follow from previous numbers. Since s is a T-proof, ί C Γ; and
Proof \(syx). D

4.5 Definition (IΣ\). A theory T is Δι-decidable or simply decidable if the
set of all T-provable formulas is A\.

4.6 Fact (IΣi). If T is Aλ then Proof\ is A\ and {x \ T h* x) is Σ\.
(Evident)

4.7 Definition (IΣ\). T is consistent (in symbols: Con*p) if there is no closed
formula* x such that T h* x and T h* -ι χ.

4.8 Remark. A switch to Chap. Ill is possible now.

4.9 Theorem {IΣχ). Let T be a theory and let T h* (3*u)φ(u).
Let c be a constant* not in the language of T, let T1 be T + y>(c) (y>(c) is

shorthand for Substm(φ,u,c)). Then T' is a conservative extension of T. ΊίT
is decidable then T1 is also decidable.

Proof. Copy the usual proof: given a T'-proof, replace each of its members
a(c) by φ(x) -» a(x) where x is a new variable. Show by Σ\-induction that
each φ(x) -> a(x) is T-provable. Thus we get: T1 h* a(c) iff T h* γ>(a;) ~>
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a(x) (thus T" is decidable if T is); in particular, if a is a T-formula we get
T' h (3 *M«) -> <* iff T h a. •

4.10 Theorem (IΣΊ) Each theory Γ has a conservative Henkin extension T',
i.e. for each T'-formula φ(u) with just one free variable there is a constant c
such that T' h (3 u)¥>(u).-> ¥>(*)-

Δi then T' € ^ i and if T is decidable then so is T'.

Proof. This seems to be a trivial consequence of the preceding theorem
but there are two difficulties: (1) First one has to construct a language L1

extending the language of L and a Δ\ function C associating with each
Z/-formula φ having just one free variable a constant C(φ) (also denoted
cφ) not occuring in φ. (If necessary, we replace L by an isomorphic copy so
that we have infinitely many non-members of L). This is easily achieved by
generalizing the notion of an expression: take variables and constants of L
as atoms and generate simultaneously terms, formulas and constants of L*.
(Define a derivation of a term, formula or constant in the obvious way and
prove all necessary facts). So assume we have Lf and C. Extend T by adding
all axioms φ(u) —•• φ(cφ): the result is T'. It remains to be proved that T1

extends T conservatively. By 4.4 it suffices to show that for each finite t\ C T
and for each finite set 2̂ of the added axioms, t\ \Jt% extends t\ conservatively.
We cannot prove this by induction on t<ι since "extends conservatively" is Uη>
and we work in IΣχ. This is the second obstacle. But assume that p is a
(*1 U ^2)-Pro°f of a T-formula φ and prove *i h# φ.

Let tf

2 be the least subset of t<ι such that t\ U t'2 h φ (we use LΣ\)\ if t1

is non-empty, 4.9 gives a smaller tn such that t\ U tn h* φ. Thus t' is empty
and t\ h* φ. Moreover, iterated use of 4.9 gives a Δ\ function D associating
with each T'-sentence z a T-sentence D(z) such that T" h z iff T h D(z);
thus if T is decidable then so is T'. D

We have presented a rather detailed proof to show for a relatively simple
example some difficulties that we may ecounter when formalizing metamath-
ematical proofs in fragments, as well as ways to overcome them. Similar tricks
will be used rather frequently in the succeeding chapters.

4.11 Theorem (IΣχ). Let L be a language (and assume that its complement
is infinite; otherwise take an isomorphic copy).

(1) There is a Δ\ function PNF associating to each L-formula φ its prenex
normal form φ = PNF(φ) such that φ is an X-formula, consists of a block of
quantifiers followed by an open formula, has the same free variables as ψ and
the equivalence (ψ = φ) is provable in the empty theory with the language
L (pure predicate calculus).

(2) There is a language L' extending L by new function symbols and a Δ\
function F associating with each L'-formula ψ and each variable y a function
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symbol F(φ,y) from L'-L (denoted also by Fψyy) not occurring in φ, whose
arity equals the number of free variables of φ distinct from y.

(3) There is a A\ function Sk associating with each L-formula Φ in prenex
normal form its Skolem normal form satisfying conditions copied from 0.15
(where Ff is F((Qi+iX{+ι) . . . (QkXk)ψ, Xk)) m the notation of 0.15, i.e Φ is
(Ql*l) (Ojb**M^y)» Qi ™e quantifiers, t, = x{ if Qi = V, ί, = Ff («-
t, _i) if Q, is 3 and Sk(Φ) is φ(t1,...,tk,y).

(4) There is a Zii function jEΓe associating with each L-formula Φ in prenex
normal form its Herbrand normal form, i.e. He{Φ) is logically equivalent to
the existential closure of -ιSk{pφ).

Proof. Checking that everything formalizes in IΣ\ is trivial except perhaps
for (2): but this is achieved in the same way as the construction of Henkin
constants in 4.10. D

4.12 Remark. Observe that we have not claimed anything about deductive
properties of Skolem and Herbrand normal forms. We shall finally obtain all
expected results but now we come to the place where no direct formalization
of easy model theoretic proofs is known (at least to the authors, see the prob-
lem in 4.28). Thus we have to use a more elementary and tedious approach.
We rely on the book by Shoenfield.

4.13 Hubert-Ackermann's Theorem (IΣ\). Let T be an open theory (all
axioms open). If T is inconsistent then there is a disjunction D of instances
of negations of axioms of T such that D is a propositional tautology.

Remark. An instance of a formula ψ{x\ . . . xn) is any formula φ(i\,..., tn)
where t\,... t{ are terms, t{ free for X{ in φ. An open formula is a propositional
tautology if each evaluation of its atoms by zeros and ones produces the value
1 using the truth tables of connectives.

Checking the fact that Shoenfield's proof formalizes in IΣ\ is tedious but
straightforward and we shall omit it. Note that we assume the equality axioms
to be particular axioms of T so that our tautologies are just Shoenfield's
quasi-1 autologies.

4.14 Corollary (IΣ\). A closed existential formula is provable (in predicate
calculus) iff there is a disjunction of instances of its open part which is a
propositional tautology.

4.15 Herbrand's Theorem (IΣ\). A formula φ is provable in predicate calcu-
lus iff its Herbrand normal form is provable in predicate calculus iff there is
a disjunction of closed instances of the open part of He(φ) that is a proposi-
tional tautology.

Remark. Here again we refer to the proof in Shoenfield's book; the reader
may check without difficulty that this proof formalizes in IΣ\. See 0.21 and
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IΠ.3.30. Note again that Herbrand's theorem is also analyzed in Chap. V
where it is shown that it is provable a theory weaker than IΣ\.

4.16 Theorem (IΣχ). If T is a theory in I , T h (Vx)(3y)φ(x, y) and F is a
new function symbol then T U {(Vx)φ(x, F(x))} extends T conservatively.

Proof. As in [Shoenfield]. Take F to be Fψ}y and observe that it suffices to
show that whenever (Vx)φ(F(x)) —> a is provable in predicate calculus (where
a is a L-formula) then (Vx)(3y)φ(x,y) —> a is also provable. To see this it is
enough to observe that both formulas have the same Herbrand normal form.

D

4.17 Definition (IΣi). Sk(T) = {Sk(φ)) \φeT}.

4.18 Corollary (IΣi). Sk(T) is a conservative extension of T.

Proof. Routine, use 4.16 (similarly to the proof of 4.10, i.e. using LΣ\). D

4.19 Corollary (IΣi). T is consistent iff each finite set of closed instances of
Sk(T) is propositionally satisfiable.

Proof. T is consistent iff each finite ί C Γ is consistent. Such a ί =
{φo,...,φυ) is consistent iff {Sk(φo),..., Sk(φv)} is consistent (by 4.18);
this is equivalent to the propositional satisfiability of each finite set of closed
instances of Sk(φo),... Sk(φv) by Hubert-Ackermann. D

4.20 Theorem (IΣi). Each theory T has a conservative open extension T' in
which each formula is equivalent to an open formula. If T is Δ\ then T1 is
also Λ\.

Proof. Like 0.17, using 4.11 (2) (construction of the language). D

(b) Arithmetizing Model Theory

Here we shall define models for a language and prove some theorems on the
relation between consistency and existence of a model. The notion of a partial
satisfaction plays a prominent role.

4.21 Definition (IΣ\). Let L be a language. A model for L consists of a non-
empty set M and a system 5 = ((Rp)pePred,(fF)FeFcU(mc)c£const) such
that for each P E Pred, RP C Mx where x is the arity of P, fF: Mx -> M
where x is the arity of F and m c is an element of M. As usual, we write M
instead of (M, 5).
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Remark. This sounds very familiar but the reader should keep in mind two
things:

(1) In fact this is a scheme of definitions depending on the range of the
variable M. We may speak on Λ\ models, Σγj models, etc; working in BΣ<ι,
we may speak on low Δ2 models etc.

(2) 5 is a system of sets indexed by elements of a set; this is easily expressed
by requiring that 5 be a set of ordered pairs and, for example, if P G Pred,
then Rp = {x | (x, P) G S): saying that Rp is a z-ary relation we mean that
Rp consists of sequences s of elements of M such that lh(s) = z. A mapping
/ : Mx —f M is understood to be a particular (a: + l)-ary relation on M.

(Definition continued). Let M be a model for a language L. Define an
evaluation of variables of a term by copying Def. 0.4 in IΣ\ (and generalizing
1.64): e is an evaluation of variables of G in M if e is a finite mapping
associating to some variables (among them all variables of t) elements of M.
A function Val is an evaluation of terms in M if it satisfies the conditions of
0.4 (copied in IΣΊ), i.e. VαZ(iί,e) = e(u) if u is a variable, Vαf(tί,e) = UM if
u is a constant, Val(F(t\ . . . tx), e) = fF( Val(tχ, e) , . . . , Val(tXje)).

4.22 Lemma (IΣχ). If M is A\ then there is a unique A\ evaluation of terms
in M.

Proof Routine. (Note that we assume M to be Δ\.) D

4.23 Definition (IΣ\). Let M be a model for L and let Val be a valuation of
terms. Let A be a set of i-formulas closed under the taking of subfoπnulas
and substituting terms. A relation Sat is a partial satisfaction for A in M if it
satisfies Tarski's conditions w.r.t. M and A (copy 0.4). Sat is a full satisfaction
for M if it is a satisfaction for all L-formulas in M. (M, Sat) is a full model
if M is a model and Sat is a full satisfaction in M.

Under the notation of 4.23, a Λ-formula is true in (M, Sat) if for each
evaluation e of variables of z, (0, e) G Sat. If T is a theory and each axiom
of T is a Λ-formula then M is a model of T if each axiom of T is true in
(M,Sat).

4.24 Theorem (IΣ\). If M is a model for L and M is Z\i then there is a
unique S G Λ\ which is a satisfaction for open formulas in M.

Proof. Routine (imitate 1.71-1.74; you have to relate everything to M but
you do not have to deal with quantifiers). D

4.25 Theorem (IΣ\). If T is a decidable theory (i.e. the set of all provable
formulas is Δ\) then T has a full Λ\ model.
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Proof, Just imitate the usual proof of the completeness theorem: first extend
T conservatively to a Henkin theory T1 G Δ (recall that T' is decidable) and
then extend T" to a complete decidable theory T" having the same language
as T'. To this end, use a Δ\ increasing enumeration Z of closed T'-formulas
(write Zi for Z{%) and define H(i) = z{ if Conm(T'U{#(0),...,H(i-1),*,-}),
H(i) = -yz{ otherwise; put T " = range(H), i.e. z{ G T " iff T " h z{ iff
Jϊ(i) = 2;. Thus T " is decidable. For each closed term t let E(t) be the least
closed term *' such that T " h * =• *'; let M = range(E). Observe that M
is Z\i (t G M iffT" f- J57(t) = # t)\ for * i , . . . , t x 6 M put (t . i . . .**) € Rp iff
T ; / h# P ( t i . . Λx) and put fF{tλ ...ix) = E(F(tι.. .tx)). If « is a formula
and UQ . . . ux axe its free variables then put

Sat(z, [t0 . . . tx]) = T' h* 5ttiίt («, (u0 . . . t*x), (*!... *«)))

(x-fold substitution). Then show by induction on formulas that Tarski's truth
conditions axe obeyed, observing that they are ΣQ(ΣI) (condition for V!); thus
IΣ\ is sufficient. D

4.26 Theorem (IΣi). If M is a Λ\ model and T = ΊYOpen(M) is the set of
all open formulas true in M then Con*(T).

Proof. By Hubert-Ackermann's theorem, if T is inconsistent then there is a
disjunction δ of instances of negations of axioms of T that is a propositional
tautology. Let Sat be the satisfaction for open formulas in M prove by A\-
induction that δ is true in M. (For each evaluation of variables of δ compute
the corresponding evaluation of atoms of δ by zeros and ones; 1 means that
the atom is satisfied). Show that for each open formula built from these atoms
we get: φ is satisfied by our evaluation in M iff our propositional evaluation
gives φ the value 1.)

On the other hand, each instance of our axiom is true in M, and the same
holds for any conjunction of such instances (again Σ\ induction suffices).
Thus -ι£ is true in M and also ί; this is a contradiction. Thus T is consistent.

D

4.27 Low Arithmetized Completeness Theorem.
(1) (IΣi) If T 6 Δ\ is a theory then T is consistent iff it has a full

lowΣ^(Σι) model.
(2) (BΣ2) If T e Δι is a theory then T is consistent iff it has a full low Δ2

model.

Proof. Let T G Δ\\ we may assume T to be Henkin. Define a dyadic tree
ΪVee(T) as follows: first take a Δ\ enumeration of all sentences of L\ denote
it by (zo,zι,...). Put (0)z = -?z and (I)* = z. For each string 5, let
s G Tree(T) iff there is no p < s such that p is a T-proof of a contradiction
from {((s)i)zi I i < lh(s)}.
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Thus s is in the tree iff there is no short proof of a contradiction from
the first lh(s) sentences negated or asserted according to s. We show by Σ\-
induction that the tree is unbounded, namely we show that for each x there
is an s such that Con({((s)i)zi \ i < x}). (The induction step is evident.)
Thus the Low Basis Theorem gives an infinite branch B = (eo,εi,...).

The branch is LL\ (i.e. ΣQ(ΣI)). Use the A\ enumeration of all closed
formulas above: we define t = {zn \ εn = 1}. Clearly, T is A\(B) and hence
LL\. T defines the canonical structure as follows: M = {c constant | (Vc' <
c,c' constant)((c φ* d) G T)} (representatives of classes of provably equal
constants) - note that M is Λ\(T) and hence LL\. Predicates and function
symbols are interpreted as follows:

( c O r . . c I ) 6 Λ p i f F P ( c o , . . . c I ) 6 f ;

Clearly the structure M is LL\\ one defines SWĵ f (2, e) iff Subsi%(z, e) € T
(we substitute the constants assigned by e for the free variables of z). Clearly,
Satjtf is LLi and one verifies easily Tarski truth conditions for connectives
and quantifiers. Thus (M, SCUM) is a full LL\ model, and for each (closed)
axiom z of T, Sat^{z^ 0); thus (M, Satj^) is a model of T.

Conversely, assume that (M, Sat) is a full LL\ model of T. Let ZQ,...ZX

be a T-proof; show as usual by induction that each member of this sequence
is true in (M, Sat). The induction step is routine; and the statement is (Ve
evaluation of Zi)(Sat(z{,e)), thus Πι(Sat), a fortiori, Σζ(Σι) and the result
follows by IΣQ(ΣI). (Alternatively, we can prove that for each i, the universal
closure (V* .. .)zt of Z{ is satisfied by 0, which is Δι(Sat).) D

4.28 Problem. Can we formalize the trivial model-theoretic proof of 0.14? This
seems to be a peculiar task; starting from a LL\ model you can interpret
a Skolem function by an LL\ mapping as in 0.14; but does the expanded
structure have an LL\ full satisfaction?

(c) Applications to Arithmetic

In subsections (a), (b) we arithmetized some parts of logic of axiomatized the-
ories; in (a) we dealt with elements of proof theory and in (b) with elements
of model theory. This logic has been developed in IΣχ. In this subsection
we apply this framework to particular arithmetized theories, namely to frag-
ments of arithmetic themselves. We shall introduce A\ theories IΣ^ S27jζ,
PA* etc, and derive some of their properties in IΣ\. We show that, for each
jfc, IΣjς+i h Con*(IΣ*,) (theorem 4.34). Formalization of parts of the model
theory of fragments presupposes satisfactory knowledge of the non-formalized
(actual) model theory of fragments, which will be studied in Chap. ΓV. Thus
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we postpone our discussion of important parts of arithmetized metamathe-
matics of fragments until that chapter. Note that by using formalized model
theory we shall be able to strengthen the above result and prove that, for
each fc, IΣk+i H Con*(BΣl+1) (Theorem IV.4.8). And GόdeΓs second in-
completeness theorem (IIL2.21) gives the unprovability of Con{IΣ^λ) in

4.29 Definition (JΣχ) Define in the obvious way A\ functions assigning to
each formula z of the language of arithmetic and to each variable* u the
corresponding scheme* Imz and collection scheme* B*z\ define the finite set
Q* of axioms* of Robinson's arithmetic as {QQ, . . . , Qs}, where Qi are axioms
of Q. Define JΣJ to be the set Q* U {I*z \ z G Σ*J and similarly for JBΣJ,
PA*, etc.

4.30 Remark. For each fc, the set JΣjJ is provably A\ and obviously defines
IΣfc in N] evidently, the formula (z 6 -ΓΣjJ) binumerates JΣ*. in JΣi , i.e. for
each formula α, a is an axiom of IΣk iff IΣ\ h α G ^ J > ^ d a ι s n °t a n

axiom of JΣ* iff JΣΊ h α j ί JΣJ.
Binumerations of (actual) axiom systems will be studied closely in Chap.

Ill; here we have for each of our systems just one particular binumeration,
whose definition in JΣΊ only copies the actual definition we gave in Sect. 1
or 2.

4.31 Remark. We have a particular model for the language of arithmetic,
namely the universe (the A\ set V of all numbers) endowed with the A\
relation Ord1 defined by x < y, the A\ functions succ (succ(x) = 5(z)), add
(add(x, y) = x + y) and mult (mult(x, y) = x * y) and the element 0. We can
also speak of the standard model but the reader should keep in mind that
everything is said and meant inside of JΣχ Recall satisfactions Sats^ and
Satjj^: they are partial satisfactions for the universe in the sense of 4.22.

4.32 Theorem (JΣi-formalized Σi-completeness). Q* proves each true Σ*-
sentence*, i.e. if z G Σ* is closed and SatΣtι(z,$) then Q* h* z.

Proof. Copy the proof of 1.8; it suffices to prove the assertion for z G Σo
Since Q% h* z is a Σi-formula the proof by induction formalizes as it stands.

D

4.33 Theorem. For each k > 1, JΣ*. proves the consistency of the set of
all true JZ"JJ+1 sentences, i.e. if JV(J7"*+1) is the Πk+i-set of all true Π%+1-
sentences then JΣj. h ί7on*(Tr(JΓJJ_f_1)). (More pedantically, 3>(JTJJH_1) is a
formula with the only free variable x saying "x is a closed formula* and

*w r
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Proof. The idea of the proof is rather simple: in IΣ^, take a finite set TΓ of true
/7jJ+1 formulas and expand the standard model to a Δ^ model of Sk(π). Since
Sk(π) is open, we get Conm(Sk(π)) by relativizing 4.26 to IΣχ(Δι) = IΣ\.
And we get Conm(π) since Sfc(τr) proves π.

We shall elaborate on this. Let π be our finite set of true Π%+1 -formulas
and let Φ be one of them. We may assume that the axioms of linear order
appear among them; then we may assume without loss of generality that each
Φ has its bounded part in bounded prenex form, i.e. Φ consists of a block of
unbounded alternating quantifiers (the first being V) followed by a block of
bounded quantifiers followed by an open formula.

Follow the definition of the Skolem normal form in 4.11. Our Φ may be
presented as follows:

(V*Ui)(a#U2) . . . (Qk+luk+l){Qk+2uk+2 < # ^ + 2 ) . . . (Qrur < # Vr)φ(u,γ)

where each V{ is some tίj, j < i.

For i = 0,... p, let ΦW be the result of deleting the i leftmost quantifiers
(binding t*i,... ,u, ) in Φ. Recall the terms <i,.. Λp in 4.11: if Qj is 3# then
tj is Ff(<— tj-i) and if Qj is a V* then tj is UJ. We define

/f(*l) = (least X2)SatK9k-1(φ(2\[x1,x2])l

note that Φ&' is just (Q3W3 .. .)</?(«), which is Σk—\\ thus / * is total since Φ
is true and by LΣk-\. Furthermore, ff is Λ^. For all other i such that Q,+i
is 3# we define

(a) for i < k:

/*(•" χi) = ( l e a s t xi+l)Saiπ,k-l(φ(i+1K [xi, &i+lD i f t h e r e ί s s u c h a11

a31^ = 0 otherwise.
(b) for i > ki

/*(•— #i) = (least Xĵ -i < Xj)SatQ [x\ . . . X J + I ] ) if there is such an
? = 0 otherwise (here υt + i is Uj).

Observe that i > 3 so that /? is certainly Δ^. We consider the Δ^ exten-
sion of the standard model by all the (finitely many) ff as interpretations of
Ff. Recall that we have a Δ^ valuation Val* of terms and a ^ satisfaction
Sat* for open formulas of the extended language (relativized 4.24). D

Claim. Let [x] be an evaluation of variables* u\Λ... uq by numbers # 1 , . . . , xq

such that for each i = 1,... k we have X{ = VαZ*(tft , [x]);
then Saio(φ(uι.. .uk),[x]).

Prove the claim by showing the following by induction on j = 0,... q:
Satπ,k-l(Φ^\[χ])' We have induction enough at our disposal; and the in-
duction step just uses the definition of Ff'.

Note that the evaluation [x] satisfying the condition of the claim is fully
determined by its members x, such that Q, is V#; let [x]' be the correspond-
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ing subevaluation. The claim gives evidently the following: for each eval-
uation [x]', Sat*(φ{tι,..Λq), [x]') (This is because we get Val*(U,[x]') =
Val*(ti, [x]') = XΪ, recall that φ is open).

Consequently, we have shown that for each Φ in π and each evaluation e
of free variables of 5fc(π), e satisfies 5&(τr) in Sat*, hence Sk(π) is consistent
and π is also consistent. (Once again: consistency of 5fc(τr) uses Hilbert-
Ackermann, see 4.26; consistency of π follows since π is provable from Sk(π)
in logic.)

4.34 Corollary. (1) For each fc, IΣk+λ h Con(IΣl). (This is because IΣk is
77JJ , 2 -axiomatized.)

(2) Moreover, IΣk-\-i proves the following: if z is a true Σk, 3-sentence
(i.e. SatΣik+z{z,$)) then Conm(IΣk U {*}). (This is because a true Σ%+3

sentence z is implied by a true Z7"JJ+2-sentence in which the leftmost existential
quantifier of z is replaced by a witness.)

(3) (Reflection). For each Σk+$ formula φ, IΣk+\ Hy)-> Con*(φ). (Thus
for each φ, PA h φ —> Con(φ).)

4.35 Remark. (1) This cannot be improved on by allowing φ to be also /Γfc+3
since IΣ^i is itself axiomatized by a single iTfc+3 sentence and we would
have IΣk+s I" Con*(IΣk+§) which contradicts Gόdel's second incomplete-
ness theorem.

(2) Note that in Chap. IV we prove IΣk+i h Conm(BΣl+1)] this will use
the formalized model theory of fragments.

(3) In the rest of this section, we prove a theorem which is a modification
of 4.33 (or at least its proof is a modification of the proof of 4.33). It is
a sufficient condition for consistency using Δ\ models. We shall use it in
Chap. II in connection with Paris-Harrington principle.

4.36 Definition. (IΣ\). The skolemization of a formula Φ in the language of
arithmetic with respect to unbounded quantifiers is defined similarly to the
full skolemization, but bounded quantifiers are left untouched. Thus: let Φ
be (Q\xι)... (Qk, Xk)φ(*,y) where φ is Σζ and Qi is V* or ΞV Let

U = Xi if Qi is V*,

Then Sko(Φ) is φ(tι...tιe). A closed instance of S1CQ(Φ) is any formula
^(θi, . . .θ u ,u) where s,u, are tuples of closed terms in the extended lan-
guage, and if Q, is 3* then s^ is Ff (<- 3,-1,11). For each set T of formulas,
Sko(T) = {Sko(Φ) \ΦeT},

4.37 Theorem {IΣ\). Let T be a Δι theory in the language of arithmetic.
Assume that for each finite set 5 0 of closed instances of SJbo(T) there is a Δ\
expansion of the standard model to a model of SQ. Then Con(T).
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Proof. First two remarks. (1) Recall 4.13 implying that if each finite set of
closed instances of Sk(T) (full skolemization) is true in a A\ expansion of
the standard model then Con(T) (since truth of an open-closed formula in a
A\ model gives trivially propositional satisfaction).

(2) We know that a A\ structure has a A\ satisfaction for open formulas;
observe that if we A\ expand the standard model by adding interpretation of
(finitely many) functions then the satisfaction Sato immediately extends to a
A\ satisfaction for formulas resulting from Σ* formulas by substituting L°-
terms for their variables (Sko(Φ) has such a form): define for [x] = [x\ . . . xjς]

Sato(φ{t1,...tk),[x1...xk])i$

... uk), [Val(tx[x]),... Val(tk, [x])]).

Trivially, Tarski conditions are satisfied. Saying that a A\ structure expand-
ing the standard model is a model of So means that each element of So is
true in the extension of Sato just described.

The proof of 4.37 may now follow the same pattern as that of 4.33 with
the only difference being that the Skolem functions for unbounded quantifiers
need not be constructed since they are given (as A\ functions) in advance:

Take a finite set 5 of closed instances of Sk(T) and find a finite set So of
closed instances of Sko(T) such that S is a set of instances of Sk(So). Let
M be a A\ expansion of the standard model in which So is true. Now define
A\ interpretations of Skolem functions of Sk(So) (we deal with bounded
quantifiers now - cf. 4.33 for i > k) and get a A\ expansion M1 of M in
which 5 is true. D

4.38 Remark. The same holds for the case where T is formulated in the
language with predicates for the successor, addition and multiplication, cf.
Sect. 2 (e).






